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Two More Chairmen
CEMENT PLANTS SAFETY TROPHY Mrs.
Lyford Ames, Rockland,

Come March 23 Will Have Been Two Years
Without Accident If Record Holds

V

The Lawrence Portland Cement
Company plant at Thomaston has
been awarded the safety trophy for
1950. The award marks a full year
without a lost time accident in the
cement plant of the Thomaston
mill.
Actually, the plant will reach two
full years on March 23 of 1951
without a lost time accident if
their record holds. The last acci
dent in the plant was on that date
in 1949.
The safety director, the safety
committee and the 225 workers in
the big plant are all responsible for
the establishing of the splendid
record.
Stanley Smith is captain of the
safety group with Russell Rey
nolds as the chief of program.
The members are Russell Kelley,
who represents the quarry workers;
Rodney Skinner from the yard
crew and George St. Clair of the
mortar department.
Wilson Langan represents the
mill workers on the committee to
gether with Guy Robbins from the

laboratory; Hollis Young of the re
pair crews and John Staples, Sr.,
of the machine shop. Theodore
Sylvester and Nelson Sabine are
the union representatives.
The various foremen of the plant
take turns in conducting the safe
ty meetings and classes throughout
the year.
The Plant has had a notable
record over the years as to lost
time accidents, having several
times been awarded the trophy by
the Portland Cement Association.
The green and white safety
record flag is now flown from the
flagstaff on the office building
every day, just under the national
emblem. It is a matter of pride to
all workers in the plant.

The Woman's Mission Circle of
the First Baptist Church will
meet at 2.30 Wednesday at the
church.

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, January 9,1951

COFFIELD IS THE NEW PRESIDENT

and Mrs. Elsie Hogstrum
Criehaven
Mrs. Reita Holden of Rockland,
Knox County woman's division
chairman for the 1951 March of
Dimes, announces the addition of
two more town chairmen and a
change in the town chairman for
Matinicus.
Mrs. Lyford Ames of Rockland
has accepted the post as chairman
for Rockland She has been very
active in civic organizations here
and is a past president of the Ru
binstein club. She recently retired
from the Central ’Maine Power
Company office here.
Mrs. Elsie Hogstrum has accepted
the position as chairman for the
island of Criehaven. Mrs. Hog
strum is postmistress of the island
community.
Mrs. Holden also announced
that Mrs. Horace Young of Matini
cus resigned her post as town
chairman recently because of ill
health and was replaced by Mrs.
Edwin Ames.
The Knox County campaign will
get underway Monday. Jan. 15.

Retiring Festival president Donald Calderwood. center, congratulates incoming president William
, ('oflield. Officers in the group, left to right, are Clinton Gifford, secretary ; Coffield, vice president Christy
Adams; Calderwood; vice president John Hartson; treasurer Wilbur Senter and vice president Ernest Keywood.

THE PRISON INVESTIGATION

Park Theatre Manager Will Head the Lobster
Festival This Year
Commission Is Still Collecting Evidence; Wood
On The Approved List
Asks That Certain Guards Be Indicted
William Coffield was named of treasurer.
Knox Hospital Again Finds
Favor With American
College Of Surgeons

it

Dr. Paul R. Hawley, Director of
the American College of Surgeons,
announces the approval of 3,290
hospitals in the nited States, Ca
nada and a few other countries.
The approved list of hospitals is in
cluded in the Annual Approval
Number of the College Bulletin
dated Dec. 31, 1950. Approved hos
pitals at the end of 1949 totaled
3,284 and includes the Knox
County General Hospital of Rock
land.
The approved hospitals on the
new list represents 82 percent of the
hospitals of 25 beds and over which
are under survey by the College.
Approval is in two classifications—
fully approved and provisionally
approved—with 2,980 hospitals fully
and 310 provisionally approved.
The standards for hospitals upon
which approval is based include the
following fundamental principles:
1. Modern physical plant, assur
ing the patient safety, comfort and
efficiency.
2. Clearly defined organization,
duties, responsibilities and relations.
3. Carefully selected governing
board with complete and supreme
authority.
4. Competent chief executive
officer or administrator, well trained
in all phases of hospital administra
tion, with authority and responsi
bility to interpret and carry out the
policies of the hospital as author
ized by the governing board.
5. Adequate and efficient person
nel, properly organized and com
petently supervised.
6. Organized medical stafi of ethi
cal, competent physicians and sur
geons.
7. Adequate diagnostic and thera
peutic facilities under competent
m dical supervision.
8. Accurate, complete medical
records, readily accessible for re
search and follow-up.
9. Regular group conferences of
the administrative staff and of the
medical staff for reviewing activi
ties and results so as to maintain
a high plane of scientific efficiency.
10. A humanitarian spirit—the
primary consideration being the
best care of the patient.

The
Prison investigating board
chairman Rev. Alfred G. Hemp
stead said Monday afternoon that
his group hoped to complete its
work Tuesday. On the other hand,
attorney George W. Wood, Jr., of
Rockland said Monday noon there
would be "very, very substantial
developments" within 48 hours.
While Hempstead and his col
leagues attempt to bring the
probe to a close, Wood prepares
to present evidence which may
continue the case for some time.
Asks Grand Jury Action

Later Monday afternoon, Wood
stated that he had approached
County Attorney Curtis Payson
and asked that certain guards of
the Maine State Prison be brought
before the Grand Jury in the Feb
ruary term of Knox Superior Court.
He said that he had asked that
they be charged with aggravated
assault.
It is understood that Payson
agreed to investigate the circum
stances to see if there is sufficient
supporting evidence to permit such
charges to be brought.
It is understood that Wood has
uncovered another source of evi
dence from parties now in Massa
chusetts. Queried on it. he aid
that the evidence from that source
would be used if necessary.
Billington Questioned

The three board member.' re
sumed their work Monday morn
ing and shortly after lunch were
closeted with Richard Billington
at Knox County Jail. Billington is
the former ' State Prison inmate
who was allegedly inhumanely
treated by guards following escape
from the Prison Farm last. May.
The board did not leave Billington
until nearly 3 p. m. Monday.
Three Guards Interviewed

As the board members returned
to Knox Hotel In Thomaston,
which they have used for head
quarters, three members of the
guard staff were waiting for them.
The board called Captain of the
Guard Albert Welch immediately
and were in session with him for
some time.
While Welch was with the board
Captain Daniel Noonan, night
captain of the prison guard, and
Guard Kendall Wooster were wait
ing to be interviewed.

PUBLIC DANCES

Doctor JJefore Board

It is understood that Dr. David

I. 0. 0. F. HALL
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT

New and Old Dances
50c admission, tax included
4-5

Directors taking office were,
John Parsons, and Carleton Ripley '
representing the Elks Club. Ernest
Keywood and Samuel Collins from
the Rctary Club and Ted Newcembe and Almon Young repre
senting the Kiwanis Club.
The American Legion members
of the board of directors are. Sol
Sulkowitch and Lawrence Mayo.
William Coffield. Christy Adams
and John Hartson represent 'he
Junior Chamber of Commers
Lions serving on the board arc
Wilbur Senter and Arthur Jordan.
The Rokland Chamber of Com
merce is represented by Edward
Mayo and Almon Cooper.
The .'ardine packers arc repre
sented on the board by Kermit St.
Peter with the fish processors' rep
resentative being James Brazier.
Harold Look represents the lobster
dealers.

V. Mann of Camden, the prison
physician, was called before the
board during Monday morning to
testify. Pre umably, he was asked
the physical conditon of Billington the morning after the alleged
beating.
Warden Lovell has previously
said that he had Dr Manr. examine
the inmates concerned the morn
ing after they were returned to the
institution last May. He also . aid
that Mann reported to him that
there was no sign of injury on
ether.
John Haatson and Christy Adams.
It is understood that Captain
Each will be assigned a definite
Welch was one of the officers who
project, or 'cries of projects, to
apprehended the inmates and re
upervi. c in the Festival program
turned them to the prison follow
Clinton Gifford, controller of
ing their escape.
a*t years Festival, will serve this
Inmate Cuffed
vear as secretary cf the corporaNoonan said Monday that lie did ion. Wilbur Senior has the post
not deny that an inmate had teen
“culfed" to quiet his screaming egislation, and the decisions made
which would have disturbed the at this years legislature, will deter
some 100 inmates in the cellblock mine the type of education the
to which he was being taken.
children of Maine will have for
Wooster is understood to have many years to come.
been one cf the guards on duty at
Some of the proposed changes in
the t.me the inmates were returned
the State Laws are as fellows; The
to tlie prison and to have assisted
State Department of Education is
in plac ng them in solitary con.
proposing a weeping change in
ftpement cells.
the State Subsidy plan for schoolHomeport
Fish Company
ol
Guards and Inmates alike are A new minimum salary law is pro
waiting the report of the investi posed tor teachers. It is proposed Rockport has started an expansion
gating board to the Governor with tliat the equal pay lor equal work program of its plant and docking
impatience.
provision of the present law be facilities. Work is expected to be
completed in time for the first run
extended to include teachers.
of herring in the Spring.
A bill will be presented to help
Elmer Witham of Rockland, said
'ORununities finance new school
Monday that a pile dock 125 feet in
Legislators From Knox and construction. These are some of the length and 25 feet in width is to
Waldo Counties In Dis items to be discussed by the Panel
and each and every one is extreme
cussion Panel
ly important to the. future of edu
A dlscusslion panel made up of cation In Maine.
Legislators-elect, from Knox and
Following the discussion, by the
Waldo Counties, will be held in the Legislators, citizens will be given
Rockland High School Auditorium. :n opportun ty to ask pertinent
questions brought out by the dis
Micnday, Jan. 15, at 7.30 p. m.
cussion.
Every citizen knows that this is
This is an open meeting and all
a critical legislative year as Lhe
.itizen: arc welcome. Plan to come
State expenditures will exceed the
and hear the opinions of the elected
present anticipated income during
representatives on these vital is
the next two years. This year the
sues. At this writing the following
matter of discontinuing some State
legislators have expressed their
services or increasing taxes must
willingness to be on the panel;
be settled.
Senator Cleveland Sleeper, Rock
This is one of the major problems
land and Edwin H. Greelev, Mor
to be discussed by the Legislators
rill. Representatives, Seth Low,
at this meeting. Should we cut
Rockland.
Maynard
Ingraham,
State services or should we change
Rockport, Ralph E Winchcnpaw.
the State tax structure by putting
Friendship. William R. Cole, Lib
in a sales tax or some other tax
erty, Kmery Dickey, Brooks and
measure? Olher matters to be dis
Albert West Stockton Springs
cussed pertain primarily to school
Tlie leader of the panel will be
Private first class Earland Luce,
Earl Melgard ot Thomaston.
This meeting is being sponsored 20, United States Marine Cori’ who
by the Knox County Citizen's Com is reported missing in action ip
mittee
and the Knox-Waldo Coun Korea. He is the son of Mr. and
G. Snow of Auburn, also a coun
Mrs. Leroy Luce of North Union.
ty
School
Men's Club.
cilor. People can't tell 'em apart
Luce has been in the Corps since
and are forever talking to one,
It is less likely to snow in very July of 1948, following graduation
thinking it is the other.
cold weather because cold air does from Union High School in June
Bird—it's history now—had a
not hold much water vapor.
of that vear.
tough fight to gain election and
after the balloting a legislator came
up to Snow to announce "I voted
for you.”
This mistaken identity business
while fun, also can be serious
Somebody suggests both Freddy
and Stan display a large nameplate
across his chest announcing 'Tm
Bird" or “I'm Snow."—Portland
Sunday Telegram.
And after they get that straight
14 SCHOOL ST.,
ROCKLAND. ME., TEL. 497
ened out tell us which is Congress
man Nelson and Gerald Grant,
FT* 10
North End business man.

The appearance of Frederic H.
Bird of Rockland as a new mem
ber of the Governor's Executive,
Council is causing no end of con
fusion for both Bird and Stanley

SOUTHEND P. T. A. CARD PARTY
SOUTH SCHOOL
FRIDAY, JANUARY 12
8 to 10 o'clock

The Homeport Fish Company Is To Build
125-Foot Pile Dock

Solons Will Talk

Missing In Action

Door Prize, Individual Table Prizes, Refreshments

For reservations Phone 1395-R or 186-R
PRICE 50 CENTS
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be built into tlie harbor thia Win
ter. This project will give the firm
an estimated 10 to 12 feet of water
at the head of the pier, he said.
In addition. 150 feet cf tlie
granite seawall making up the
present dock on which the plant
sets will be repaired. Time and tide
has taken its toll of the dock which
now needs extensive repairs. Work
is being done by Alton Frock of
Waldoboro wtth the stone being
supplied by tile Hoekuig Granite
Industries of Clarks Island.
An addition to the pickluig shed
will be made during the Winter.
This project will extend the pre
sent sheds 50 feet and will be 30
feet in width.
The firm packs both alewives and
sea herring and has been m oper
ation two years. Owners of the
firm are Elmer Witham of Rock
land and his two sons. Edwin and
Clayton, also of Rockland# They
are also the operators of the Green
Island
Packing
Company
of
Rockland.

TOWN NEWS
Items of Interest from
the Towns Listed Below
Appear in This Issue.
SOUTH HOPE
GI.EN COVE
CUSHING
PLEASANT POINT
VINALHAVEN
UNION

WARREN
WALDOBORO
ROCKPORT
THOMASTON
CAMDEN

L. S. MCELWEE

Accountant and Auditor

Benefit Girls' Basketball Uniforms

Disposition of funds earned by
the last Festival was discussed at
the meeting with directors to
take back four plans to their
clubs. AU plans slant the funds to
ward a project which will benefit
the entire community.
Chamber of Commerce President
Robert W. Hudson and the beard of
directors offered the use of the
Chamber offices as Festival head
quarters and the use of Chamber
personnel and facilities in promot
ing the Festival.
The meeting was attended by
the largest group ever to sit in on
a Festival business session. Much
interest was shown by those pre
sent in the plans for the 1951
showing.
A committee comprised of Har
old Look. Edward Mayo and Sid
ney Cullen reported on selection of
dates lor the 1951 Festival. Harold
Look as cliairman recommended
the week-end of August 3. 4 and
5 which was accepted by the di
rectors.
Committee appointments will be
made in the near future by Cof
field, possibly at the meeting
scheduled for Friday Jan. 26. .

ROCKPORT PLANT TO EXPAND

ALIKE AS PEAS IN A POD

8.30 TO 12.00

Young’s Orchestra

president of the Rockland Festival
Corporation at the annual elec
tion of the greup which operates
the Maine Lobster & Seafoods
Festival Friday night. Coffield Is
manager of Park Theatre and
member of the Junior Chamber of
Commerce.
Representatives were present at
the meeting from all participating
clubs and fisheries interests. The
slate of officers was accepted as
presented by the nominating com
mittee.
Vice presidents serving with
Ccf field are: Ernest Key wood

U.M per rear
CM tlx month*

EIGHT PAGES—5c COPY

SOCIAL ITEMS
APPRECIATED

Write or Telephone
1044 or 770
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Mobile Reserve Unit

Volume 106. Number 4.

THE BLACK CAT
By The Roving Reporter

Defense Group, Organized
Friday. Is .Headed By
Lieut. Ureneff
Civilian Defense preparations in
Rockland have progressd to the ex
tent that a mobile reserve unit has .
been formed The group, in charge
of former Coast Guard Lieut Eu- |
gene Ureneff. met Friday night at !
the American Legion Home in an
organizational session.
The unit will be composed of 60
men who will be trained to serve
as either auxiliary policemen or
firemen as the occasion demands.
While the majority of the present
unit are Legion members, member
ship is not confined to Legionnaires.
The mobile reserve unit is to be
composed of three squads. Com
mand will be vested in a detach
ment commander, an assistant com
mander and three squad leaders
Frederick Tripp, former state
trooper, will serve as the assistant
detachment leader.
A medical detachment will be
under the direction of Dr. Robert
J. Meehan with three qualified as
sistants forming the basis of his
staff.
Vehicles used by the unit will be
those of the members who will have
them in readiness at all times for
service in an emergency.
Speakers at the organizational
meeting were Knox County Civilian
Defense head Gen Lord, Col.
Mains and Rockland Police Chief
Bernard Thompson.
The next meeting of the group
will be on Jan. 17 at the Legion
home at 8 p. m.

Eagle Scout Award
Won In Missouri By Manning
Chase, a Grandson Of
Rockland Man
Manning Chase. 13-year-old son
of Dr. Howard Chase of Maryville.
Mo, and grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Chase and Mrs. J. Fred
Knight, was one of three Nodaway
County Boy Scouts to receive the
Eagie Scout award Dec. 11, at the
Boy Scout Court of Honor In
Maryville. He is member of Trcop
74.

The story of the six-masted
schooner George W. Wells brought
memories to Edward Oonia. He
remembers going aboard the craft
in Baltimore where it loaded part
of its coal cargo at that port's
largest coal dock.
Remember the Harry K. Thaw
ci'c which was exciting New Eng
land around 35 or 49 years ago? I
was reminded of it yesterday when
I found on my de-k a worn copy of
the Boston Journal of Aug. 18, 1913,
giving an account of his escape
from the Matteawan Insane Asy
lum. And speaking of the Boston
Journal—it was my father's fav
orite newspaper many, many years
ago.

Ralph H. Smith of Cheyenne,
Wyoming, has my thanks for a
copy of the Denver Post, and for
his suggestion that. I keep my
snow shovel at home as "we are
simply unable to get more than
two inches of snow at one time,
and that infrequently." But, Ralph,
remember that there is a long
Winter ahead.
Reminiscent of the good old days
at Knox Trotting Park was the score
card of races for July 31, 1896 Fol
lowing were tlie entries:
2.40 class—Conegraph. H L.
Turner Razcrville; J. Fred. F. C.
Knight, Rockland; Little May,
Fred Shattuck. Razorville; Berth
E.. W. L. Barrows. Union: Ned M,
A. A. Clark. West Rockport; Little
Nellie. Ephraim Gay, Rockland;
C. H Nelson. Dr Farnum, Rock
land; Dufur. C. S Ccborn, Warren,
227 class—Annie Turner, F. K
Allen, Camden; Pilot Wilkes, A. M.
Newbert Rockland; Little Blanche,
Crockett & Berry Rockland; Lucky
Strike, L. Spencer, Stillwater; Von
Hillern, Fred Shattuck; Nelson,
Jr.. C. W Stimpson. Thomaston;
Dick West. Chris Poole, Bangor.

At this time Manning received
14 merit, badges which will increase
the total number cf badges he has
earned to 27. A Scout must have
21 merit badges to be advanced tc
the Eagle rank Manning became a
member of the Mic-o-say Indian
Tribe Boy Scout honor group, while
he was at Camp Geiger in St.
Joseph. Mo., this Summer.
An Eighth Grader at the Horace
Mann Laboratory School, Man
ning selected Miss Chloe Milliken,
One year ago—Robert M. Hud
instructor at the college, to pre
sent the Eagle Scout award to him. son was elected president of the
Rockland School District.—The
Loan and Building Association,
with 205 new members, re-elected
I. Lawton Bray, president.—The
Letters Were Recived From Rockland dragger Eugene H was
the Heads Of State De sold to Capt. H. J. Klemm of Woods
Hole. Mass.—Joseph W. Robinson
partments
and Herbert C. Newbegin were
The W.C.T.U. met Friday after
elected presidents of the First Na
noon with Mrs. Frances Sherer.
tional Bank of Rockland and the
Worship service was conducted by Knox County Trust Company, re
Mrs. John A. Barker on the theme spectively—Deaths; Camden, Mrs.
"Open Doors of Opportunity in
Frances Oannon 82; Camden Al
1951" giving an inspiring message den P. Alden, 79; Camden. Lucy W.
Letters from several State Di Packard, 88; North Haven, Mrs.
rectors of Departments were read. Elmer E Brown. 77.
Miss Careniae Bradford. Augusta,
director of visual education, wrote
An amendment to the by laws
of new films and exhibits that were will be read at tonight’s meeting
available.
of the Elks. “Tommy" Anastaslo
Mrs. Doris Thistle of Bath. Direc will put on one of his famous meat
tor of L.T.L.'s asked that the Rock and macaroni suppers.
land Union might organize one or
more Legions this year Leaders
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
for this work are being sought.
If I had my life to live again, I
Miss Margaret Sargent, State would have made a rule to read
Treasurer, called attention to the some poetry and listen to some
Crusade Fund, and asked that the music at least once a week. The
loss of these tastes is a loss of hap
union try to raise their quota of 50 piness—Charles Darwin.
cents per member. The chairman
A SONG FROM “SYLVAN*
appointed the general officers a
The
little cares that fretted me,
committee for considering ways
I lost them yesc rday
and means for raising the quota.
Among he fields above the sea,
Mrs. Beatrice Tomlinson of
Among the winds at play;
Houlton, wrote telling of a fund Among the lowing herds.
The rustling of the trees.
being raised by the National De
Among the singing birds,
partment of Natural Fruit Bever
The humming of the bees.
ages to send fruit juices to the
The fears of what may come to
G. I.'s in the service. A generous
pass.
offering for this project was taken
I cast them all away.
A program of reading and dis Among the clover-seented grass.
Among the new-mown hay:
cussion of items of general interest
Among the husking of the corn.
brought by members was presented.
Where the drowsy poppies nod.
Contributors were Mrs. Louise In Where ill thoughts die and good
are born.
graham. Mrs. Helen Gregory. Mrs.
Out in the fields with God.
Frances Sherer, Miss Charlotte
—Louise Imogen Guiney.
Cook, Mrs. Kate Brawn. Mrs. Eula
Gerrish. Mrs. Mae Perry, Mrs Clara
Emery. Mrs. Barker recommended
QUALITY FUEL OILS
the purchase of the book "Steeple
Range, Enel and Diesel Olla,
Jim" for the High School Library
Motor Oils and Greaaea,
There were 20 members and one
Cities Service Gasoline
guest present. The next meeting THURSTON PETROLEUM
will be with Mrs. Etta Stoddard
PRODUCTS CO.
Jan. 19 with Mrs. Carl Russell of
THURSTON’S WHARF
TEL. 1M
Augusta guest speaker. Mrs. Rus 30 TILLSON AVE.,
ROCKLAND, ME.
sell is State W.C.T.U. director of

White Ribboners

Legislation,
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Complete Apology

Editor. FRANK A WINSLOW

Is Made By Portland News
paper, Justifying Charles
T. Smalley’s Position

[EDITORIAL)
SPEAKS WELL FOR COLBY

The following apology which ap
Colby graduates are playing a major role in the edu
peared in the Press Herald Dec
cation of secondary and High School graduates in this State.
30 completely justifies the position
High Schools in 102 communities have Colby men or women
taken by Charles T Smalley in
on their faculty, while among the alumni are six school
his letter which was pubi-hed by
superintendents and 29 principals. One of the former is
The Courier-Gazette several weeks
Lindon Christie ’30 of Camden, and among the principals
hONi-.j..iro 13.
o'-up,, v KtcK
ago:
is Clyde Hatch ol Thomaston High School
Dec. 6. 1950. the Portland Press '
Herald pubished a special dispatch
THE SNOW SHE CAME
concerning tlie arrest ot a Rock
’t
land woman charged with embez
After almost continuous weather yhich was more sug
'•I
zlement of tlbOOu from a business
gestive of late Fall than early Winter a man's size snowsiorm
The current issue of "Fie.d and of Wm low-Holbrook-Merritt Post j
house in that city. In this article
swooped down on us Sunday night, giving the highway crew
certain statements were attributed Stream" contain- an article writ in Rockland on night Of Jan. 19.
a smart job. Commissioner Cates' men tackled the job be
Smothered beef supper will be
to County Attorney Frank Harding ten by Raymond R. Camp titled.
fore the storm was fairly over with the result that all of the
provided
by
ttie
Ladies
of
the
Le|
charging unusual and unethical "Return of Salar," which paints a
main highways were in good traveling condition by early
handling of the warrant by Alfred brilliant picture of thp luture ol gion and the guest speaker will lie
morning Good service and prompt service
M. Strout, recorder of the Rock Maine's Atlantic Salmon fishing. President Far! Conant of theI
The lot ale i- mo-tty of tin Nar- Maine Fish and Game A-sociation.
land Municipal Court, in c.elivering
WE ONLY HANKERED
it to the custody of Attorney raguagus River and its phenomenal who is without a doubt the best
response
to
the
efforts
of
the
Atposted
man
of
our
State
on
the
,
There seems to be a keen rivalry between New London
Charles T. Smalley, who represent
and Fall River to see which will get the proposed $250,000,000
ed the firm Involved and who. it lantic Salmon Commission - come- deeds for making Maine one of
new steel mill. Rockland had some ambitious hopes when
was stated, delayed committin the back" program, but other rivers the finest hunting and fishing spots
process to the Sheriff over the which have ;hown much promise 01 the nation.
this matter was first suggested, but conditions were raised
The clubs business agenda for
m the present proram are il.-o in
which found it impracticable to locate here
week-end.
Upon investigation, the publish cluded, which places Maine out in the January meeting is an inter- j
ers of this paper learn that they front for the Atlant.c Coast's bid esting one and likely to include a
EISENHOWER ON THE JOB
were in error, that the County At tor top place as a salmon fishing proposal for an ice fishing derby
at
Chlckawaultie
Lake
in
which
the
Gen
Dwight
D. Eisenhower has arrived in Europe and
torney was misquoted, and that no State
has tackled his big job with characteristic earnestness He
charge of implication of profes
Much credit in pioneerin; ,fte general public can participate. It
had scarcely landed on foreign shores before he was chat
sional misconduct or unethical return of salmon to our coastal is hoped that ail sportsmen land
ting with the big military leaders, and making known his
practice should have been made ; rivers is given the small sports the weather, will co-operate to,
wishes and expectations. A powerful enemy could not with
against any of the attorneys in men’s clubs in their unfailing be make the- meeting in the modern,
stand the force of his assaults in the concluding days of
volved. It further appear.-, that lief that it could be done, which comfortable, commodious quart
World War 2 Can the forces of Communism withstand the
tlie woman was seasonably ar eventually resulted
in present ers of new Legion Home a great
systematic attack which he is about to launch?
raigned in Rockland Municipal State and Federal co-operation to success.
Further announcements on the
Court, being there admitted to the extent that it now seems an as
meeting will appear in the adversubstantial bail for appearance at sured success.
OUR POLICY STIFFENS
Tlie mourning dove, the small fusing columns ol thi
the February term of the Superior
A distinct hardening of United States policy toward Com
Court of Knox County
wild dov which walks and looks Secretary Roy Miller will -end no
munist China is indicated in three steps taken this past week
The Press Herald deeply regret- much like a tiny female pheasant, tice cards to all members of pre
end by the Department of State as the U. N. retreat con
publication of the erroneous and and which under Federal protec sent and recent good standing in
tinues in Korea The first evidence of this is the note sent
the
Association.
misleading statements and takes tion in most Northern States is
by Washington to 29 member nations in the U N., urging
this method to inform its readers making a good comeback, -hows
that China's present regime be stigmatized as an aggressor,
Eleven big Canadian geese
that all statements, inferences and quite an inclination of -pending at
because of its present military policies in Korea. This pro
posal is reinforced by blunt warning that failure on the part
implications of unethical conduct least part of the Winter here in winged in low and tired last Sun
day morning to take advantage ol
of the U. N. to make a firm stand on principle may produce
on the part of Alfred M Strout Maine.
a serious revulsion of American public opinion imperiling
the open water in the Marsh above
and Attorney Charles T Smalley
Highly unpredictable in its mi
the U. N. itselt.
the
Putnam
brook.
The
ease
in
were totally unfounded and not gratory habits. I was elated to see
The second proposal is that either economic sanctions
which
the
huge
birds
light
on
the
warranted.
amounting to blockade of China, or severance of all diplo
three of the-e beauties feeding in
Among
The publishers desire to retract the driveway at the Charles Watt- water is unbelievable.
matic relations with Peiping, or both, may well be considered
by United Nations at this time Were trade auctions adopt
the published statement.- and to home in South Thomaston one them was one -lightly -mailer and
ed. the main sufferers outside China—would be Britain and
correct all erroneous impres-ions morning la.-t week, and on the nearly all white which circled the
France; and the fate of the British Colony of Hongkong
which readers might have obtained same afternoon I encountered lime alighting spot twice alter all the
would immediately darken, since this is the chief entrepot of
others
had
settled.
I
wonder
if
it
therefrom
in the orchard of the Cleveland
commerce in the Far East Hongkong, however, is already in
The publishers of the Portland Sleeper place -ome quarter of a could have been a -now goose, or
the economic doldrums because of the American trade ban
Press Herald make public apology mile distant—probably ot the same possibly an albino.
Another question is whether India. Australia and other South
If you get into the woods in
East Asian states would join in a trade blockade.
to the attorneys named.
flock.
The third step taken is to resume military aid to For
In an effort to shed some light Winter and happen to be fortunate
mosa. which the President pledged himself against only one
enough
to
meet
a
wood
mouse
you
on thc flight of these bird- Flori
year ago this month. The significance of this move, in view
da Wildlife
technicians have ■have a chance then and there to i
of the wide opposition among our associates in the U. N.
to the Formosa policy of this country, is bound to produce
t rapped and dved 157 birds a bril make friend- with the most beautisharp repercussions — Boston Globe.
liant orange color and have asked ™
gentle specie of the widely
hunters and anietcur naturalists distributed and large family ot
mice.
who spot such strangely colored
This timid but friendly little
doves to consult the Florida Game
and Pre-li Water Fish Comnns- creature which possesses an un
slon. The dye is completely harm bounded curiosity towards hu
mans will come readily to your
less.
The loss of most of the light snow hand if you will sit for a
cover in Knox County by the mild minutes and give hint a
weather and rain of the week-end "squeaks” with your lips or
preeeeding Christmas was an ad back of your hand, but will scuttle
ditional blow to our rather -mall for cover at your slightest move
A
rabbit population. The "bunnies” ment or the sight of a shadow cast
Workers in the 1951 Knox County mont of Skowhegan, State chair
which are now wearing their white by a flying bird upon the snow. March of Dimes campaign and man of the woman's division for
Winter coats make easy targets
One of my favorite spots lor representatives from local servire the 1951 March of Dimes.
where they hide during the day, ■ watching for foxes in the early
Mrs Dumont told those present
clubs met last night in the Tower
against the green brush covers morning hours after -now comes is
tliat the picture for the National
Room
o
f
the
Community
Building
and even as swift as they are they the back of Russell's Hill overFoundation of Infantile Paralysis
Don't let the weather cannot outrun a charge of shot. looking thp Keag Marsh. LTom to hear a talk by Mrs Harold Du- • his year va grim as the epidemic
True sportsmen do not shoot this spot I have seen often as many
fund had been exhausted for the
"hit” you without being
rabbits which are "sitting," under as five foxes at one time and have and the investigation was on.
second straight year.
Jumping
to
the
web
of
my
snow
on guard.
such conditions. In the southern spent many hours there watching
"Tlie National Foundation owes
and central part of the county 1 Harold Burgess' hound- cross and shoe he made his way quickly to
And confidentially, the am told that several of the best recross the river on the ice in close thoughtfully for a moment, then $5,000,000,000 in bills to date,’ Mrs.
my knee where he regarded me Dumont said.
easy way to protect your covers have had every rabbit in pursuit of crafty reynard.
She cited the improvement
with
nose down and whiskers quiv.
self is with a ‘‘spanking" them exterminated by men and One beautiful bright February ering lie .sniffed, each fold in my brought about in recent years in
boys this open season who drive morning a few years ago I had been
new Storm Coat.
thc covers on foot without a hound, scanning the Marsh with my glass- trousers, crossed the back of my research, education and treatment
and when a rabbit is "jumped” es for ome time and as I turned hand, peered into my sleeve and of polio "The improvement has
Done in smart new they whistle him to a 'stand” and to leave I saw for an instant the dropped into one of my eoat been made jiossible by the March
shades of grey, tan and mow him (or her) down.
color of a streaking brown wood pockets. I never did see him emerge of Dimes campaigns but we will
By
such
practices
our
carried
pimouse flash between two stumps but presently he was on my collar lose all the progress made in re
blue, with mouton collar.
geons and other sjiecies eventu- nearly at my feet. I had met thus sniffing of my ears, ht- cold little cent years unless the present cam
ally became extinct, and although little fellow before and knew I was feet on my neck. Crossing my paign raises a great deal of money,”
Spunglass Lining. $39.50 our rabbits are prolific breeders due tor an investigation if I cared shoulders he came around under Mrs. Dumont told listeners
"The March of Dime- has made
they cannot long stand strain of to -pend the time, so I seated my- my chin and went down inside of
Alpaca Lined, $49.50
it possible for 60 percent of the
inconsiderate slaughter such as self at one of the stumps and my unbuttoned coat.
For a couple of minutes I lost polio cases reported to become
this, year after year
Sizes 3k. 40. 42, 44
waited In less than a minute I be.
Foxes, weasels, hawk-, owls and came conscious that I was being track of him completely and he complete recoveries." Mr. Dumont
“Of the money raised in
loose dogs and homeless cats makes watched. I could fedl two beady next emerged from the folds of my said
Ladies' Storm Coats
the rabbits life a rather uncertain eyes drilling at me, for if "beady" sweater at my waist and continued polio drives. 78 percent of every
Color Green. Spunglass Lined
one He endures the longe-t open ever applied to eyes it describes the his cruise across my lap. down my dollar is used for direct patient
season of any protected animal, popping round orbs of the wood other leg and off onto one of the care." stie added
stumps from which I had first
$39.50
She expre-sed the hope that a
and when nature, too. leaves him mouse perfectly.
vaccine would be found in the near
“holding the bag" in his Winter
Turning my head ever so slowly seen him dash.
Sizes 16-18
Here he stopped and turning so future which would eliminate the
eoat of white against a green back- I soon saw him. round ears erect,
ground let's all give him a break long whisker- twitching nervously, as to face me he sat up on his danger of polio
Master of ceremonies at the
and let him live until Winter -nows two tiny white feet visible as he haunches and gave himself a thor
again provide their customary pro stuck hi- head over the side of a ough scrubbing all over, particular meeting was James Connellan of
THOUGHT FOR TODAY
Rockland. Knox County Chapter
tection.
piece of partly detached bark on ly his face and behind his ears.
Nothing lias put so many men
Feeling uncomplimented at such chairman, who told those present
The first of the Winter seasons the stump.
on their feet as an alarm clock!
meetings of the Knox County Fish
I squeaked -oftly with my lips a demonstration I drew back my cf Knox County'- polio cases and
and Game Association will be and he started nervously, but an- snow shoes to stand up. At my the cost of caring for them.
heid at the American Legion Home other -queak let down the bars" first movement there was a streak
of brown for a nearby brush pile, Advcrti-e in The Courier-Gazette

OWES A VAST SUM

But Workers Of Foundation For Infantile
Paralysis Hopes To Wipe It Out

KEEP YOURSELF

COVERED, BUD!
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DEMONSTRATION
Of Special Interest to

BlStf SctVHHp 8o»tfc

REGULARLY

wi

and another incident in the life
of a wood mouse closed happily
and safely for all concerned

Hobbyists and Woodworkers

ROChlANb
HOLKtl

PORTER-CABLE TOOLS
Including Electric Routers. Shapers. Mortisers.
Planes. Portable Saws and Sanders, and
other new Woodworking Machines.
TO BE III LD AT

THORNDIKE HOTEL. ROCKLAND. MAINE
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 10, 1951
7.30 P. M.

Sponsored by

H. H. CRIE & CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND
WASTE PAPER CO.

NOTICE

The Town of Friendship
will close its books on;

JANUARY 22. 1951
AT 7.30 P. M.

BUYERS OF

*
*
*
*

i uc<.Uaj ' i iiulcuaj'-atiJuLj

•Cd.cite, iUc.Ua/, jallUai j 9, i9t

All bills against (he town
should be presented on or before
that date and all monies due
the town should he paid by the
above date.

WASTE PAPER
MAGAZINES
CORRUGATED
NEWSPAPERS

Selectmen of Friendship.

55 Tillson Ave.. Rockland
2-tf

RALPH II DAVIS,
WOODROW J. VERGE,
ALFRED STANDISH,

smothered the Lincoln scoring ef
fort led by Shirley Putnam who
was again a standout. Score:
Thomaston (38) Ifemy 2 (J);
Gu-shee; Jenkins 8 (2); Young 2;
Mayo 4: Edwards, Spaulding, Giid' den. Burton, Keizer, Putnam.
Lincoln (16) B. Hatch 2 (1); Wy
man Swett 2. Bridge-. Bailey 2(1);
| M. Hatch 1; Vinal. Robinson, Myrick. Cowan, Lewis, Hutches.
• • • •
Union felt their strength again
as they basted Rockport 62-43 to
keep pace with Wi-casset in the
. 1
Bulwer league
lead. Rockport,
! shooting well from outside, kept
pace during the first half but were
unable to meet the Union second
half pressure and faltered. Dwight
Howard was high with 22 and
teammate Al Martin had 21 while
Rockport's
Johnny
Cavanaugh
reached 20. Don Cramer sparkled
on the floor in setting up plays
and defensively. The Rockport
girls got some measure of revenge
by winning 41-36. Score:
Union <62» Martin 8 (5); Grin
nell; Howard 11; Payson 3 <21;
Croff 3 (1); Cramer 1, Day: Pea
body. Newberg.
Rockport (43i MacPheters, Dean;
Spear, Thorndike 4 (3); Cavan
augh 8 (4l; We’t 3 (2i, Cash; B.
Lermond 2, W Lermond.
• • • •
IN THE HOPE of earning one of the 734 awards—which include eight
With six for seven on Friday the
university scholarships with a total value of S20.(HHI_-offered in the 1951
batting average -oared to .757. For
competition of the Fisher Bods < raftsman's Guild. William Worth of
games Tuesday it will be Rockland
Detroit sketches the design of the model car he will construct and enter
in the competition. Boss between the ages of 12 and 20 desiring to enter
over Brunswick by 54-40; Union
the lomprlition mas do so by writing the Fisher Body Craftsman s Guild.
boys over Thomaston by 56-39;
Detroit 2. Michigan. A total of $65,000 in awards and scholarships will he
Thomaston girls to win by 57-38.
given )ouths designing and building the best model cars.
• • • •
At week’s end the Gulf team ied
Shell by 15 percentage points to
! pace the
Community bowling
league The Independents, Elks,
and P O No l were bunched
closely in that order Standings;
W
L
Pet
Gulf
53
12
.816
Shell
52
13
.800
Independents
50
15
.769
Elks
46
14
766
scorers with 15 points a- Charlie
(By Bob Mayoi
Post Office NO. 1 44
16
.733
Rockland’s Tigers
had little Goddard substituted freely. Dick General Seafoods 42
18
.700
trouble winning over an Alumni Brown led the visitors with nine. Spruce Head
35
30
.538
team by 69-47 Friday night. They It was the third league win for the Maine Central
31
34
476
Mustangs
and
the
fourth
loss
lor
jumped into a 16-6 first period lead
Legion
28
32
466
Waldoboro.
and were never headed though the
Water Co.
30
35
466
Camden girl- bounced back with
grads made hay in the second per
Lime Co.
25
35
.416
iod to creep within five points at a vengeance to overpow-er Waldo Odd Fellows
20
49
333
Coach McCobb
the half as the High School sec boro 65-21 a
Post Office N. 2
19
41
.316
cleared
the
bench.
ond string was in. Jocko Johnson
Flight E.
11
49
.183
Camden <48- Bennett 7 (I); Gifled all the siorers with 21 points
fin
(1
1
;
Green
6.
Shaw.
M'urch
1
ANNUAL MEETING
while Charlie Haino featured for
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
the grads. He turned in a neat (li; Heald 1. Manning 1 (1); Ry
der 2 ili; Christie; Banks 3 (1);
OF ROCKLAND
floor game and scored 14
Notice is hereby given that the
Laite.
The Rockland team looked good
Waldoboro <21» Wilshire 1 (1); annual meeting of the stockholders
in their first game since vacation
of the First National Bank of
Walter.
Creamer (2); Scofield, R. Rockland will be held at its bank
with Bobby Gardner and Billy
Hoch playing especially well. They Wilshire. Kuhn; Webber R. Leven- ing rooms on Tuesday, January 9,
1951. at 10 o’clock A M. to fixthe
go away tor two games this week, salor; Genthner 3: Brown 3 (3); number
of and elect a Board of Di
Steel,
1.
K.
Levensalor.
tackling Brunswick on Tuesday
rectors for the ensuing year and
• • • •
and Gardiner Friday. Their next
Lincoln Academy matched Cam to transact such other business as
may properly come before the
home game is against Houlton next
den's
three wins by taking Thom meeting
Monday night. Score:
Per Order.
Rockland <60» Sulides 1 (4); aston handily 50-28. The visitors
JOSEPH EMERY,
Johnson 10 Hi; Annis; Cross 3 led at the end of the first quarter
Cashier.
and
were
close
at
the
half
but
Rockland. Maine,
(3); Hooper (1); Hoch 5. Alex (1);
December 5, 1950
faded therealter and the Eagles
Gardner 3 (5). Robarts (1).
145-T-4
Alumni (47i Coffey (li, Proc won at will. Cy Skillin led the tal
lying
with
14,
followed
by
Burt
tor; Heiilo 6 (2); Butler 1 <2i;
Ware 3 (2); Whittier 2 Hi Teel Hatch and A! Bridges. Best Thom
<1); Connellan 4 (1), Stevens (2). aston effort was the seven points
The Rockland girls had an of Red Demmotis The first man
equally easy time against the Al sized rhubarb of the season took
umni. taking a 47-36 decision as place as Coach Clyde Hatch took
IS THE TIME
they led all the way. Audrey Hoop violent exception to the officiat
er scored 22 and Virginia Economy ing and the game was interrupted
TO BUY A
19. Gloria Witham paced the grad- as har.sh words were said but lit
with 22. The next league game is tle damage resulted, except to
with Waldoboro at the Community tempers. Score:
Lincoln Academy (59) Skillin 6
Building on
Friday afternoon.
'50 Plymouth Club Coupe
(2i, O'Brien: Williamson 3, Feltis:
Score:
Rockland (47) Sobole.-ki 1 (1); Hatch 4, Boudreau 2; Shasse 2 '50 Chevrolet Sedan
Pre-ton; Economy 8 (3»; Dngan 1 '1), Belknap 1; Bridges 2 (5), '49 Plymouth Club Coupe
,
(1) ; Bohn. Hooper 8 (6); Treneer; Sprague 1.
'49 Plymouth Sedan
Thomaston <28) Elliot 1, Ward;
Huntley, Ilvonen, Leach. Bums,
Hutchinson.
Tootill,
Robishaw. Mills 2 ili; Walker (2); Stone 2 '49 DeSoto Sedan
(2i, Gorden 1; Demmons 3 (1).
Gallant
'49 Dodge Sedan
Alumni (36) Witham 10 (2); MacFarland; Starrett 1 (2). Hen
derson.
;
'49 Plymouth Coupe
Benner 2, Boardman 1. Barlow 1
The Thomaston girls had a bet '49 Mercury Sedan
(2) ; Howard 1, Lowe 1. Pendleton.
• • • •
ter time of it, winning 38-16
Camden kept pace with Lincoln Maida Jenkins tallied 18 points to '48 Ford Tudor
Academy in the K-L league by head the scoring list but the
'48 DeSoto Sedan
drubbing
Waldoboro 46-21
in Thomaston guard- were deserving
Camden. Al T.ennett paced the of equal billing as they all but I '48 Dodge Tudor

A Boy, a Dream and a Goal

HE BATTEDSIX FOR SEVEN

So Mayo Feels That He’s Something Of a
Basketball Forecaster

GOOD USED CAR

CARR’S AUTO SUPPLIES

25th Anniversary Sale of Nationally
Advertised Auto and Marine Parts

BUY NOW AT OUR COST
Very Soon You Won't Be Able To Get Them At All.
Stock up while they last, as we have a full line of
all kinds of nationally advertised parts.
Come in and Look us over to satisfy yourself.

This Sale Is Only For One Week

'48
'47
'47
'47
'46
'42
'41
'40
'48
'46

DeSoto Club Coupe
Plymouth Sedan
DeSoto Sedan
DeSoto Club Coupe
Ford Sedan
Pontiac Tudor
Buiek Sedanet
Plymouth Sedan
Jeep Pick-up
G. M. C. Pick-up

A Good Place to Buy,
Sell, Trade "w
or Service
Your Car.

MILLER'S
GARAGE

Don't Delay, Come In Today.
THIS IS A CAS« SALE. NO CHARGES. ALL
MERCHANDISE F.O.B. ROCKLAND.
NO CHARGE FOR PACKING OR SHIPPING
MERCHANDISE OUT OF TOWN.
NO DISCOUNT ON MACHINE SHOP LABOR.

DeSOTO. PLYMOUTH
25-31 RANKIN ST.,
ROCKLAND

CARR’S AUTO SUPPLIES

586 MAIN STREET.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
TELEPHONE 24

READ THE ADS
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TALK OF THE TOWN

s&l
Jan. 12—Methebesec Club meets at
Farnsworth Museum at 2.30 p m.
Jan. 19—Woman's Educational Club
meets at Farnsworth Museum at
2.30 p m
Jan. 19—Rubinstein Club program
at Farnsworth Museum, Mrs
Dori Lundquist, chairman.
Jan. 20 -Po.io Benefit Jamboree at
Union High Schoo! Gym.
Jan. 31. A play sponsored by
O. E. S. Circle, to be held at
Watts Hall. Thomaston.

| ,

4»

The annual cruise ol the cadets
of the Maine Maritime Academy is
delayed several days as repairs to
their ship arc completed in a
Boston shipyard. The training
ship American Sailor was to have
sailed on a three month cruise
Monday. The delay in departure
is not expected to disrupt the
schedule of landings already es
tablished as the vessel can make
up time at sea.

j.

A minor fire was extinguished at
the Percy Boardman appliance
store at 1 Pleasant street at 7.55
a. m. Saturday, cause, according
to fire department records, was a
short circuited water heater.

19

The police department has tak
en delivery of a 1951 Ford two
door sedan for use as a cruiser
car. The unit is now being let
tered with ihe department insignia
and will be ill service this week.

Hartwell Dowling, recently appointed to the Rockland Police Department, will leave Feb. 1 lor
military service. Dowling is a jet
pilot in the Air National Guard
unit which is to be activated al
Dow Field in Bangor in February.

I .
p1'

Air Force recruiters working ui
the Rockland area report tlie enllsLnent of four additional men
Irom the Knox County area. Leav
ing this week for service will be
Paul L. Green, 10 Mt. Battie street,
Camden; Stanley H. Patten. 1
Bay Road. Camden; Barry Joseph
Hodgdon. Warren and Herbert
Ralph Bean, RFD 1. Union. Six
men left last week for Fort Wil
liams and the Air Force training
base at San Antonio, Texas.

j
'
I

a

John Robishaw, who recently
gave City Manager Farnsworth
his resignation as a fireman, went
Sunday to Groveton, N. H.. where
he has employment as a welder.

!

|r

A demonstration ol the lamous
Porter-Cable tools of special in
terest to hobbyists and woodworkers will be held at 7.30 Wed
nesday night at the Thorndike
Hotel. A cordial invitation goes
to all who are interested. H. H.
Crie Co., are sponsors.

i

The Rockland Booster Club will
hold Its January benefit card
party at the High School gym on
Thursday night, at 8. The com
mittee in charge is Mrs. Blake Annis, Mrs. Walter Smith and Mrs.
Laurence Leach.

H

I

I

t

I

I
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A car with Florida license plates
was seen scurrying along Mam
street Sunday, just ahead of the
snow storm but heading north in
stead of toward the sunny clime
from whence his license plates
came.

Everett Raymond Stone. 45. ol
11 Dunton avenue has been ap
pointed to the Rockland Fire De
partment He replaces John T.
Roaishaw who resigned to enter
employment in New Hampshire.
Slone was cho-en from a field ol
five candidates.
Officers of King Solomon's Tem
ple Chapter. R.A.M. have been
elected and installed as follows:
Chares M. Foote High Priest; Ho
ratio C. Cowan, King; Arthur L.
Andrews, scribe; Excellent Mart.n S. Graves, treasurer; Most Ex
cellent J. E. Stevens, secretary;
Walter G. Dimiek. C. of H ; Paul
D Merriam. P S.; Ralph E. Post,
R.A.C.; Samuel Shafter. M of 3d
V. ; George L. Black. M. of 2d V.;
1 Earl H. Barter. M. of 1st V.

1-tf
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RUSSELL
Funeral Home

I stunted transportation. I

CARL M. STIEPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 MOB AMBULANCE
SERVICE
>« « r r rt

I CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND. ME.
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The Same Officers

Rev. William J. Day

Congregationalists Named
Members To Church Staff
In Saturday Session

Elected To Handle the Well Death Of a Beloved Preacher
Managed Loan and Build
Who Held Long Pas
ing Association
torates

Host of the officers for the com
ing year in the Congregational
Church and Parish were re-elected
Saturday afternoon and evening at
the annual meetings of both.
Elected at the four o’clock Church
meeting were the follcwing, Mrs.
Leroy McCluskey, clerk; Mrs. Don
ald Mathews, treasurer; Mrs. Sid
ney Wyllie, superintendent of the
Church school; Mrs. Leroy Mc
Cluskey. assistant superintendent
of the church school; Mrs. Sidney
Wyllie, treasurer of the Church
school; Ernest B. Lamb, deacon lor
four years; Mrs. Jessie Walker and
Mrs. Leland Philbrook. deaconesses
and Mrs. Sidney Wyllie, Mrs. Willis
Vinal and Mrs. William Barrett,
members of the standing commit
tee. It was voted that Rev. J Ho
mer Nelson, the pastor appoint the
delegates and alternates to the
coming state and county confer
ences.
The Rev. Mr. Nelson was re
elected pastor of the church for the
coming year.
Officers ehe,sen in the Parish lor
the coining year are, Herbert K
Thomas, president; Willis R. Vinal,
vice president; Harold A. Boggs,
clerk; Mrs. Willard Boggs, trea
surer; Leroy McCluskey, Forrest
Spear and Mrs. Michael Halligan.
trustees; MLss Frances Spear, fin
ancial secretary; Mrs. R. D. Star
rett. assistant financial secretary;
Willis R Vinal. auditor; and Furrest E. Spear. Herbert K. Thomas,
Michael Halligan, Fred L Perkins.
Jr., Earle Moore Sr., and Roland
Derry, ushers.
Committee appointments were
made as follows, to the budget com
mittee for two years, Andrew
Jurra, George A. Buck, and May
nard Leach; to the music commit
tee, Miss Verna Robinson, church
organist, and Mrs. Willis Vinal, and
Mrs. Sidney Wyllie; and to the
flower committee, Mrs. P. R Star
rett.
At the request of the Rev. Mr.
Nelson, Herbert K. Thomas, first
deacon, was chairman of the
church meeting in the afternoon,
and also presided at the evening
parish meeting, as president of tne
Parish.
The Parish supper was served at
6 p. m. by the Congregational La
dies Circle.

At the annual meeting of the
shareholder- of the shareholders
of the Rockland Loan and Building
Association last night, the same
director.-- were elected, namely:—A.
Judson Bird. William K Bicknell.
I Lawton Bray Thomas H. Chis
holm. Walter P. Conley. Edwin R
Edwards. Burton E Flandeis. Ed
ward F Glover. Ardrey E. Orff.
Leforet A Thur-ton. Roland G.
Ware was eleetd to succeed the late
Carl H Duff Auditor Ardrey E.
Orff.
The directors elected the same
officers: I. Lawton Bray, president;
Edward F Glover, vice president:
and M Elmer Montgomery, secre
tary-treasurer. Finance committee.
A. Judson Bird. Edward F Glover
and Leforest A Thurston; attorney.
Gilford B Butler
Tlie directors reported to the
shareholders that the assets of the
Association as of Dec 31. 1950
amounted to $1.395300.43 and that
187 new savers and investors purchased 1419 shares during the year,
making a total at the end of the
year of 1956 shareholders with
14.636 shares.
Dividends were continued at 3'
on the monthly installment thrift
shares and 2'.-"7 on the prepaid
hares, amounting to $29,444.26 paid
during tlie year. Addition to reserves, at the midpoint and at the
close ol Hie year, totaled $11.575 44.
bringing this tafety account lo a
new high of $202,114.69.
During !he year memberships
have been continued in tire US.
Savings and Loan League of Chi
cago. Federal Home Ioan Bank of
Boston and the Maine League of
Loan and Building Associations.
Prsident Bray says:
'We go forward into 1951 with
the thought that a strong, friendly,
adaptable savings association is an
asset to a community in time or
war or peace. Its ability to serve
depends on the number of people
who know about its services. For
the sake of our doing a greater
and more effective jeb in the years
ahead we suggest to all those who
are now members of tlie Association
that they help spread the word that
we are located at 18 School street,
and ready to help more and more
people save money and own homes
Our Association is a fellowship of
human beings for human beings.
We exist for the common man.
for those who work, economize, and
save. We are educators in habits
of saving, trustees for savings, and
merchandisers of homesteads in
behalf of families without homes.

Betsy Bryant of North Nobleboro
was announced.
The Women's Society of Chris
tian Service met Tuesday afternoon
at Community House with 11 in at
tendance. Devotions and program
were by Mrs. Amo Rissanen. who
also gave an interesting talk on her
recent trip to Williamsburg, Va.
Mrs. Bessie Borneman and Mrs.
Marion Keene server refreshments.
Farm Bureau met Thursday at
Community House with a good at
tendance. The meeting was in
charge of Miss Constance Cooper
and her subject was "Cooking
Around the Clock" Mrs Fannie
Meaner and Mrs Beatrice Kleinberg
served the square meal at noon.
At the next meeting on Feb. 14. a
Valentine party will be held.,
Mrs. Calvin Elwell and son, Ste
ven, visited New Years Day with
her sister, Mrs. Charles Light at
Winslows Mills.

10.0C0 rolls of Wall Paper reduced
from 1-3 to 1-2, discontinued pat
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of my dear terns. Room lots. 10 rolls—to close.
mother. Isa D. Kelley, who passed i $1.95 up. Also showing our new
away Jan. 8. 1946
lines of paper. E O B Gonia, 467
Clinton JKelley.
Main St.. Rockland.
3-5
Thomaston, Me.. Jan 8, 1951.

lt was announced this morning
that one of New England's finest
Christian musical groups is to be
in Rockland next week. The an
nouncement was made by Rev.
John A. Barker, pastor of the Lit
tlefield Memorial Baptist Church,
which is to be host to The Sing
ing Carters" next Friday, Saturday
and Sunday.
The Carter Gospel team comes to
Rockland from Boston's New Eng
land School of Theology, of which a
Rockland man. Dr. Guy Vannah,
was president for many years.
Mrs. Carter is the head of the
School of Music at New England
School of Theology, and is well
known around New England for her
ability as a pianist.
Together with her husband, Ed
ward Carter, and Miss Treatic
Thumith of Bangor, this inspiring

musical aggiegation ha been work
ing extensively in northern Maine
and New Brunswick for the pa>t
two years.
Their program is rich in musi
cal beauty, as these folk specialize
in the Negro spirituals, done as
only the hearts of these people can
interpret them.
The coming of this excellent
group to Rockland offers to lovers
of gospel music the opportunity to
enjoy it at its best The Carters
will be the guests of the Knox
County 'Youth For Christ" rally
to be held in the Littlefield Mem
orial Baptist Church, Friday night
at 7.30.
Then they will present an allmusical service on Sunday after
noon. Jail. 14, and closing their all
to brief staj in Rockland al Little
field's Happy
Sunday Evening
Hour.

In Municipal Court

Jacob Briggs ol 6C8 Main street
was found innocent Saturday of
charges of larceny and assault and
battery. Percy A. Colson had
charged that Briggs had stolen $17
from him and assaulted him on
Dec. 23.
• • • •
Elmer E. Cayton of 4 Trinitystreet. Rockland was fined $10 fol
lowing a guilty plea to charges <*
operating a motor vehicle without
an operator's license.
• • • •
Clyde L. Spear, 61. of Rockport
pleaded guilty to drunken driving
charges brought by State Police jin
court Monday morning. He paid a
fine of <100 plus costs of J2.70.
Charges arose from an accident
on Power House Hill in Glen Cove
Saturday night in which a car op
erated by Spear struck a pickup
truck driven by Edward Stinson.
26. of Rockport
State Police reports showed that
the Spear vehicle met the Stinson
truck near the entrance to Hum
phrey's Cabins. Spear being on his
left of the road as he proceeded
toward Rockland. His car struck
the right rear of the Stinson truck,
which was going toward Camden.
Mrs. Vera Cousins of Glen Cove
an occupant of the Spear vehicle,
was uninjured as was Mary Stinson
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TipsonTouring

Jarold Curtis ol 276 Main street.
Rockland, a taxi driver for Fred
erick U. Waltz, was fined $15 in
court Saturday on charges of not
reporting an accident in which
there was personal injury.
Curtis was alleged to have struck
John McCarty of Rockland on
Park street Thursday afternoon.
McCarty sought medical aid and
then reported the incident to po
lice. McCarty said in court that
Curtis stopped his cab and offered
assistance to him after the acci
dent

_____ By Carol Lane _____

Women's Trove/ Authority
If you’re the driver of a car,
you’re responsible for the com
fort of your passengers as well
as for their safety. Here's how
to keep your back-seat com
panions happy:
< 1) Avoid drafts. Air that the
driver scarcely feels from the
window at his elbow goes back
to create a draft on the backof-the-neck
of his back
seat passen
gers.
<21 Makesure the ra
dio is loud
enough so
the people
in rear can
hear easily.
(3) Don’t flip cigarette ashes
or butts from the window.
They are often sucked in an
open rear window.
(4) If your heater has no
back-seat outlet, provide a laprobe.
(5) Don’t drive too close to
the car ahead or weave in and
out of traffic. You may have
plenty of room, but it will look
like a close squeak from the
back seat.
Remember that as the driver,
you are the host. Treat your
passengers as you would guests
in your own home.

wno was a passenger in the other
vehicle.
A second charge of failing to halt
upon a signal from a police oflicer brought against Spear was
filed by the court.

Z/y opporfa/rify
for yourse/f-

rhe late Rev. William J. Day

Rev William J Day. who died
in Brainard, N Y.. last week, was
b -rn in England. Jan. 6. 1859. His
mother died at his birth. Ls father
was pastor of a small Baptist
Church in England.
Whin William was three years
old. his father came to the United
States.
His father married a
woman here who was all an own
mother could be to a boy Two
i liildien w ere born of this marriage.
As a youth Mr Day worked in
a factory, then decided to train for
the ministry. He graduated from
Union Theological Seminary in
New York. He married Minnie
Wolcott of New York.
His first pastorate was Winter
Hill Baptist Church, Somerville,
where he remained 10 years
From there he came to First Bap
tist Church. Rockland, where he
was pastor 10 years—19C3 to 1913.
HLs last church was at Winthrop,
Mass., where he remained 21 years
He resigned because of
Mrs.
Day ill health and they went to
Rye. N. Y. where a little home
they had purchased some years be
fore was awaiting them.
Only a few years were spent here
as Mrs. Day became sick with
pneumonia and passed away.
He shortly returned to Winthrop
as pastor emeritus and accepted
many calls for service as interim
pastor One Summer he was at the
Rockland First Baptist.
During his pastorate here, he
visited his boyhood home in Eng
land. and preached in his father’s
church.
He founded the Baptist Men’s
League He was a man of keen,
logical mind. A deep thinker,, a
faithful student of the Bible, a
forceful speaker, a great reader.
Retiring in his ways, but made
many friends, whose friendship ex
isted throughout his life.
See tbe latest styles in Furs and
Cloth Coats, moderate prices, top
quality, at Lucien K. Green & Son.
1-tf
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( ARD OF THANKS
I wish to express my sincere
thanks and appreciation to my
friends and neighbors for cards,
while a patient at Knox Hospital;
special thanks to Dr. Jameson. Dr.
Soule and Dr North and the nurses
at the hospital for their excellent
care and also to the frishermen
who so kindly helped me in any
way.
Clarence E, Freeman.

i

( ARD OU THANKS
We wish to express our deep appreciation to all relatives, friends.
and neighbors for the flowers,
cards, gifts ar.d the many acts of
kindness shown us during our recent bereavement
Mrs. Frances Young. Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Doughty and family,
Vinalhaven. Jan. 8. 1951
4 lt
CARD OU THANKS
....
We wish to express our sincere
thanks to all our friends for their
kind remembrances at Christmas
time.
Mr and Mrs. John Teague.
Warren. Jan. 8. 1951.
4-lt

DISAPPEAR

SENTEIbCRANT/S
L. W.

4*lt

/ that is open to unoli- \

PHONE 701

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of John L.
Robbins, Spanish-American War
veteran, who passed away. Jan 9
1948.
Sleep on dear one. and take thv
rest,
God only calls when he knows best.
Sadly missed by his wife Carrie
E Robbins and children Harold,
Emery. Dorothy and George. 4 It

SINGING CARTERS COMING

Warren Parish Elects

Nancy J. Gregory, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Bert S. Gregory,
has been awarded a place on the
Honor Roll of the President cf
Burdett College for superior abil
ity and achievement for the quar
ter just ended. MLss Gregory is a
junior in the Executive Secretar
George F Cassens, son of Rev. ial Department of Burdett College
j and Mrs. Kenneth H. Ca-sens, has in Bo-ton.
enlisted in the Air Corps and is at
The meeting of the Rockland
| the replacement depot at Otis AirField Cape Cod. This enlistment Rotary Club held at Hotel Thorn
followed two and one half years.ser- dike last Friday was one of the
j vice in the Ordnance Corps with most unusual in its history in that
two years in the Phillipines with a the speaker, prominently identified
rank of Corporal. Between enlist with one of our State institutions,
ments he spent a year at the Amer delivered an address of absorbing
ican Trade School in Kansas City. interest to governmental activi
Mo., receiving a degree in automo ties and world conditions and re
tive engineering. He spent three quested that his remarks should
weeks with his grandparents. Mr. not be a subject ol publication in
and Mrs. G Curl Cassens with the press.
whom he has always made lii.s
Olliceis of Rockland Iaidge. F.
home, before going to Cape Coil
AM have been elected as follows:
The Rockland Junior Womens Bernard L. Gray. Worthy Master;
Club will meet tonight at 8 o'clock Donald H. Goss, Senior Warden:
in the Bok Home for Nurses.
Cliarles M. Foote, Junior Warden;
Worshipful Jesse E. Bradstreet,
The shareholders of the Knox treasurer; Worshipful William E.
County Trust Company held their
Koster, secretary; P Willard Pease,
annual meeting yesterday and re
Senior Deacon; James Roach,
viewed a successful year. The fol
Junior Deacon. Installation will be
lowing officers were elected: Her
Jan. 16. semi-public.
bert C. Newbegin. President; Morris
B. Perry, vice president; Harold S.
Dancing is again being revived
Davis, vice president; Lendon C. at I.O.O.F. Hall School street, ev
Jackson, treasurer; Leon W. San ery Friday night, 830 to 12. Square
born, assistant treasurer. Branch dances featured. Young's Orchestra
Managers: Harold S. Davis, Cam to furnish music.
den; Doris M. Payson, Union; Leon
W. Sanborn. Vinalhaven. Directors
ORFF’S CORNER
Charles H Berry, H C. Newbegin,
Mrs.
Eina Wuiters and Mrs.
Putnam P. Bicknell, Morris B.
Perry. J. C. Creighton. Knott C. Mary Winters of Kingsfield were
Rankin, Alfred C. Hocking, Charles recent visitors al Harry Creamer's.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Dearborn
E. Starrett. A. C. McLoon. George
and son David were New Years Day
Thomas, Arthur K. Walker
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Richard
BORN
Adams in Waterville.
Merriam—At Rockiand. Jan 6
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Kaler of
to Mr. and Mrs. Paul D. Merriam
Rockland
were Sunday guests of
a daughter—Jo.v Louise
Walter—At Waldoboro, Jan 3, to Mr. and Mrs. Harry Creamer.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Walter, a daugh
Lee Peacock returned Tuesday to
ter.
Bates College after two weeks va
Moore—At Knox Hospital. Jan. 6. cation with his parents, Dr. and
to Mr and Mrs. Harold Moore of Mrs. Harold Peacock.
Warren, a son.
Mrs Dolham. who is employed
Gardner—At
Knox
Hospital.
Jan 6. to Mr. and Mrs. Forest at B. L. Ludwig’s spent the week
Gardner, a daughter.
end at her home in Warren.
Dean—At Knox Hospital. Jan. 8,
Raymond Jackson. Jr., returned
to Mrs. Milton Dean and the late
Milton Dean of Rockland, twin Tuesday to the USB. Roanoke at
Norfolk, Va.. Navy yard after a
sons.
Sawyer—At Knox Hospital. Jan few days at home. While at home
4. to Mr. and Mrs Miles Sawyer of Mr. Jackson's engagement to Miss
Rockland, a daughter.

The Knox Shrine Club will hold
DIED
a dinner dance Jan. 26. at the LeJohnson—At Rockland Jan. 5,
gion Home.
Nellie A. Johnson, widow of Samuel
Johnson, age 85 years. Funeral
Plans are nearly completed lor services were held Monday from
the South End P.T.A. card party the Russell Funeral Home. Inter
being held Friday night at the ment in Wiley's Corner Cemetery.
St. George.
South School. Identical prizes are
M< ntgomerv—At Camden, Jan. 6,
to be awarded at each table and Abbie Montgomery of Thomaston,
there will be a door prize. Coffee age 92 years. Funeral services to
and sandwiches will be served fol day i Tuesday) at 2 o'clock from
lowing the party. Anyone wishing the Davis Funeral Home. Thomasj ton. Interment in Village Cemeto make reservations please call I tery, Thomaston.
1395-R or 186-R before Thursday.
Montgomery—At Camden, Jan 6.
The proceeds of the card party will 1 Abbie Montgomery, age 92 years.
be used for the girls basket ball Funeral services Tuesday at 2 o'clock
i from Davis Funeral Home Thom
suits. '
aston. Interment in the Village
cemetery.
Howell—At Detroit, Mich, Jan.
GAME PARTY
1. William T. Howell, a native of
EVERY FRIDAY
Waldoboro, age 75 years.
At 7.30 P. M.
TOWER ROOM
COMMUNITY BUILDING
Auspices Knights nt Columbus

I

Pleasant Valley Grange will ,
meet today with supper at 6 and !
meeting promptly at 7.30. Every
program of Pleasant Valley in
cludes something serious, some
thing educational and something
‘•just for fun." The literary pro
gram is held in open session, and
begins usually at 8.15. Friends who
are not members of the Order will
be welcomed at this program, and
given opportunity to see what the
Grange is like, and to understand
the objects of the Order. The meet
ings are held the second and
fourth Tuesdays of each month at
the Civil War Memorial iG.A.R.>
Hall, opposite the County Court
House at the junction of Limerock
and Union streets, at the times
stated above
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SALE of Bone China
Cups and Saucers

I

■

I•

•

A direct importation from England

You would ordinarily pay much more for

BUTLER
This man’s life work is to
make the physical signs of
deafness "disappear" for your
friends, family and neighbors
who are handicapped by a
hearing problem.
He is an expert Sonotone
Hearing Consultant who visits
Rockland every month in order
to service our many customers
and to give free examination
and counsel to anyone who has
a hearing problem.

Investigate the new Sono
tone with the “Movable Ear,”
which brings a new kind of
strain-free.
natural
hearing
with no "elothes-rubbing."
So be sure to get in touch
with him the day he arrives
in town, to reserve an appoint
ment for a few minutes of his
time. Y'ou’ll get a free “pic
ture" of your hearing—and
chances are you'll be on the
road to i new life! No charge.
No obligation.

Mr. Butler Will Be At the
*

BURPEE
Funeral Home
TEES. 390—624-M
110-112 LIMEROUK ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Ambulance Service
i-tf

these wanted Cups and Saucers.

®

SONOTONE HEARING CENTER

»
TRADEMARK CALSO
neo u S RAT. OFF.

I

*
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S)

Maritime Oil Co.
SERVICE STATION
532 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
3-10

CONANT’S
JANUARY 19

and $1.98

Thorndike Hotel, Rockland
THURSDAY, JANUARY 11
9.00 A. M. to 5.W P. M.

COME IN UOR A FREE HEARING TEST
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CHAPTER VII

_
"If it happened,” the deputy
mapped. ‘How do we know you
ain’t makin’ up the '.'.hole yam?
How do wa know it didn't happen
the other way around? Maybe you
was the bushwhacker and it was
Gale who busted in on the game
Maybe you killed him when he
caught you at it.”
Helen Bartell uttered a little cry
of disbelief, but it was smothered
by the ominous murmur from the
cramped men in the alley. Frazer
forced a laugh. "You're letting
your imagination run away with
you, brother.” he scoffed. “Just
take a peek at what happened?
How’ many shots were fired?”
“Two,” somebody said. “I heard
'em plain.”
“Good,” Frazer approved. “How
far apart did they come?”
"Right together," the man re
plied swiftly. “If they’d beeD any
closer it woulda sounded like
one.”
“Glad you boys heard ’em.” he
said grimly. “That’s my answer.
One o’ them shots killed this jas
per on the ground. I fired it. The
other shot busted a window and a
can of tomatoes just above Miss
Eartell's head. Right, Miss Bartell?”
“That’s exactly right,” the girl
said clearly.

Bartell Asks Frazer
Inside for a Talk
“Just two shots,” he repeated.
“And one of them killed this
hombre. He was shot through from
the left side under the arm. So it
wasn’t his own bullet that killed
him. Which means he . . .”
“Not so fast,” Delaplane
snapped. “You ain't provin’ you
didn't fire the other slug too.”
“Oh, yes I am. I showed you
where my bullet went and wit
nesses have said that the two shots
came right together, too close to
gether to have been fired from the
same gun. So I didn't fire the
other one. Now take a look at
Gale’s gun.”
He stooped to pick up the sixgun which still lay in the alley.
Flicking open the cylinder he held
it up to the light of the window.
“One shot fired, see? Could that
slug have gone anywhere except
into the Bartell store?”
“He’s dead right,” a man said
calmly. “There wasn't time enough
between shots fer ’em to have
come outa the same gun or even
fer a man to have swapped guns.
If Vince has got a dead shell in
bis gun he musta been guilty. I
move we give this big feller a
vote o’ thanks."
Both Emery and Bartell ap
peared just as the men filed out
of the alley with their lifeless bur
den. Once more the story had to
be told, and this time there was
light enough for Frazer to watch
its effect on the faces of some of
the listeners. The most startling
expression was that of Derek Bar
tell. The gleam of fanaticism had
been in the man’s black eyes when
he arrived, but as he heard the
story of his daughter’s narrow es
cape the gleam changed to one of
fear. Twice he asked to have parts
of the yarn repeated, as though he
had trouble in accepting the testi
mony. Finally, however, he seemed
convinced of Vince Gale’s guilt.
“Thanks, young man,” he said
briefly. “Won’t you come in a few
minutes? I'd like to talk to you
•lone.”
When the store was closed, Bar
tell led the way to comfortable liv
ing quarters on the upper floor.
The girl had preceded them and
was setting out drinks and cigars
when the two men arrived. Frazer
had been wondering whether her
father intended to include her in
the proposed talk, and he quickly
understood that such was the case.
Evidently she expected to be treat
ed as one of the firm. Which brought
tip another thought. Was Helen
Bartell a party to the filibustering
plans?
Then he recalled Bartell’s obvious
111 humor over his daughter’s re
turn to Mesa Verde, and the an
swer fairly jumped at him. The
man had sent her East to get her
out of the way while his plot
matured, but she had come back
unexpectedly, greatly to his em
barrassment
The thought buzzed satisfylngly in
the back of Frazer’s mind while he
listened to Bartell’s preliminary
stammering.
Finally it was the girl who
Jogged him bluntly. "Come, fath
er,” she said, her voice quite firm.
“It's fairly evident that you asked
Mr. Frazer up here for some pur
pose. Stop beating around the bush
and tell him what's on your mind.”

FACTORY ENGINEERED
PARTS
For All Chrysler Make Cars
Dodge-Ply mouth-Chrysler

Dr So to
Also Dodge Job-Rated

Track Parts

NELSON BROS. GARAGE

• 15 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
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He braced himself visibly and
turned directly to Frazer. “Do I
understand that you have come
to Mesa Verde in search of a job?”
Frazer nodded. “You might call
it that," he admitted.
"Good. I'm going to offer you
one. Before I do, though. I'll have
to swear you to secrecy. Do I have
vour promise that anything I tell
you is to be kept in strict confi
dence?"
He was working up to a pitch
of nervous excitement now and
waited for Frazer to reply. Certain
ly he did not seem to note that his
guest’s answer was no real promise
All Frazer said was, “Anything
that's a private matter with you
is safe with me.”
“Then here it is." Bartell seemed
relieved that he had taken the
plunge. "Any hour now fighting
may break out below the border
For years there has been trouble
with the organized bandit gangs
which infest the territory, and that
trouble has been increased by the
restless Yaquis. Some of us have
forseen this day and have planned
against it, preparuig for the mo
ment when something will have to
be done as a matter of self-pro
tection. Neither the Mexican gov
ernment nor our own will make
any real effort to protect our lives
or our property, so we have taken
steps to defend ourselves. We are
ready.”
He managed to get some of the
ardor of the patriotic orator into
his words, but his enthusiasm
lagged quickly as he went on. “The
trouble .■• that other interests have
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“It’s fairly evident that you
asked Mr. Frazer up here for
some purpose. Stop
beating
around the bush.”

learned of our plans. Interests
which will hesitate at nothing to
turn matters into unscrupulous
channels. I feel confident that it is
these villians who were responsible
for the murders today—and for the
attempt on my daughter’s life.”
Frazer was willing to agree
solidly on that point, so he nodded
his acceptance of the statement and
waited for Bartell to continue.

Frazer Believes Gale
Feared Recognition
“We could fight open enemies.”
the older man said, rather pet
ulantly, “but we can't fight the sort
of treachery which I fear is a part
of this situation. After what has
happened today I am satisfied that
soms ot the men we have trusted
are out to betray us. Gale, for ex
ample. I trusted him—and he re
pays me by trying to murder my
daughter. Do you know why?”
Frazer nodded. “I think so. He
was one of the men who conducted
that hold-up and murder this after
noon. He was afraid he had been
recognized by vour daughter—who
had surprised them by being on the
stagecoach. He decided to kill her
in order to keep from being ex
posed.”
Bartell seemed to gain In confi
dence as he continued, “So I am
hounded by treachery. I must de
pend on someone I can trust, or the
whole cause is lost. I think I can
trust you, young man.”
“You know nothing about me,”
be told Bartell. “Maybe I'm not .,.’’
“You're as safe as anyone,” Bar
tell interrupted bitterly. “You're a
stranger in Mesa Verde, so it's a
fair assumption that you're not in
the employ of any of these thieving
bands who have risen to hamper
our purposes. A stranger is a bet
ter bet than an acquaintance who
has sold out to the enemy.”
“All right,” Frazer shrugged,
avoiding the girl's eyes. “You have
my promise that I’ll work for your
test interests—and the best inter
ests of the country. That's as far
as I can go.” This time he caught
the girl's puzzled glance and won
dered whether she understood his
cryptic statement about her fath
er's best interests.
Evidently Bartell misunderstood
l completely, for he nodded with
I soma eagerness. “That s enough
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for me." he declared. “Now let’s get
down to cases. How much do you
know of the situation here?”
“I've heard a lot of talk,” Frazer
replied. “It seems there’s trouble
in the Sierra Madre region. Amer
ican miners have worked into the
area and have found traces of
profitable copper. The trouble is
that they can’t work the mines be
cause they're hampered by the
raiding Yaquis and the bandit arm
ies who roam through the moun
tains.
“So you have planned to take
control. You have gathered together
a quantity of munitions and are
ready to step in when the proper
moment comes. Rumor is not clear
on that point. I don't know whether
a Yaqui insurrection will be the
signal for armed intervention or
whether another scheme is to be
used. At any rate you are planning
to seize control of a large part of
the province of Sonora ”
The girl’s quick exclamation
brought a worried frown from her
father, but the man was even more
concerned over Frazer's knowledge.
i “That's entirely correct,” he sau
worriedly. “Too correct for com
fort. If a stranger in town can learn
so much from gossip in a Jew
hours it would appear that some
one has been doing entirely too
much talking.’’
“No trouble to learn that much,”
Frazer told him. “I've even heard
more—only this part I don't imag
ine you'll like very much. The talk
is that your crowd is expecting to
get the support of a certain Mexican
politician who will start a ful'
scale rebellion as soon as you turn
over the necessary arms to him
His soldiers and your volunteers
wil oust the regular Mexican au
thorities and set up an independent
state that will apply for admission
Into the United States. Isn't that
the plan?
“The part you won't like is the
talk that your Mexican friend is
all set to sell you down the river
Once he gets his paws on the shootin’ irons he's ready to give you
the old heave-ho and set up in
business for himself."
“I don’t believe it."
“Then try this one. It's going
the rounds along with the other
story. There's a second Mexican
leader, a sort of bandit general
issimo, who is figuring to rawhide both of you and the other
hombre. His game is to steal the
guns from you and use them for
some special hell-raisin’ of his own,
probably including a bit of whole
sale raiding along the border. Have
you planned on how you'll act if
either of the southern neighbors
do the things they're supposed to
be planning?”

Bartell and Frazer
Continue Their Talk
There was something like fright
In those intense dark eyes ot the
stout man. “Where did you pick up
these fantastic yarns?” he de
manded, trying to hide his uneasi
ness under a show of brisk un
belief.
Frazer shrugged. “A man only
has to use his ears. I was curious
about that murder this afternoon
and lt all seemed to tie up. So I
listened."
“What’ Where does the murder
fit into this business?”
Frazer settled himself a little
more comfortably in the big chair
he had appropriated, aware that
Helen Bartell was watching tense
ly. Apparently the girl was learn
ing something she had not even
suspected before. The knowledge
pleased him and he selected his
words carefully, trying to make a
double impression. “The talk is
that the government has sent out
a man to stop this whole show.
Somebody got the government man
before he could get tn Mesa Verde
and find just what was happening
here.”
“You mean the man on the stage
coach w’as a government agent?
But who killed him?”
“That's the point. Who was more
afraid of government Interference’
Your crowd? The Mcx politician?
The bandit lad? Right now it looks
like it was somebody pretty close
to home, somebody who thought
they'd been recognized by your
daughter. Find out who Gale was
working for, and you'll know who
ordered that stage hold-up."
For a moment Frazer was afraid
Bartell was going to explode. His
face grew redder as the fear grew
in his eyes. He was beginning to
understand the enormity of the
thing which had grown out of his
planning, but the stubborn streak in
him was keeping him from recog
nizing his own responsibility. He
sputtered a couple of times, but
whatever he might have said was
prevented by a hail from the street
below. A fist thundered on the door
of the store and a man's deep voice
yelled. “Hey, Bartell! Better get
down here pronto. There's hell to
pay. Shake it up!”
The effect on the storekeeper was
startling. He jumped out of his chair
and grabbed his hat as ha leaped
for the stairwar. Frazer tried to
halt him with a question, but the
stout man did not ewen turn to
reply. There was only the clatter
of boot heels on the stairs and the
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Because of the parish supper
served Saturday at the Congrega
tional Chapel, in connection with
the annual church and parish
meeting, the former at 4 o'clock and
the latter at 7 p. m., the usual
monthly supper which would fall
cn Thursday. Jan. 11 will be omit
ted. The annual meeting and elec
tion of officers in the Ladies' Circle
will however be held that after
noon, the place to he announced.
The Ladies' Mission Circle will
also meet on that Thursday.
Obligation and roll call night was
observed Monday evening by Mys
tic Rebekah Ledge Each member
present will respond to the roll call.
A Christmas tree with exchange
of gifts was held after the meet
ing.
Committees or volunteers who
will work with Mrs Mabel Shuman,
the cook, on the hot lunch program
for the schools this week, are,Jan. 8.
Mrs. Tauno Manner, and Mrs.
Charles Lunden; Jan. 9, Mrs. Fred
Perkins, Jr, and Mrs. Edwin
Boggs; Jan. 10. Mrs. Willis Moody,
Jr., and Mrs Irvin Gammon; Jan.
11, Mrs. Charles Kigel. and Mrs
Fred Webel; Jan. 12. Mrs. Miles
Leach, and Mrs. Walter William
son Volunteers have been appointfor the coming three-week period.
Those of the week of Jan. 15. will
be published next week.
The Warren Farm Bureau will
meet Tuesday for the day at the
Congregational Chapel, with Mrs.
Gertrude Hupper of Tenant's Har
bor. county foods chairman the
speaker, her subject. 'Home Made
Mixes and Cookies." Dinner will
be served by the following com
mittee, Mrs Ernest Campbell. Mrs.
Hilda Howard. Mrs Stephanie
Heathcote, and Mrs. Wanda Erkkila.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Stanley of
Providence. R I., have been re
cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Tauno
Manner and Mr. and Mrs George
Manner.
Miss Ruth Starrett and Miss
Margaret Small resumed this week,
their teaching duties after passing
the Christmas vacation with Mr
and Mrs. Benjamin Starrett.
Mrs. Esther Long of Rockland,
State field nurse, will be the guest
speaker at 7.30 p. m Tuesday at
the January meeting of the Warren
P T.A. which will be held at the
Congregational Chapel. The film.
"The School That Learned To
Eat. will ba shown. Committee
to serve refreshments that evening
will be. Mrs. Freda Richards. Mrs.
Dorothy Overlook, and Mrs. Gert
rude Starrett
It will be noted that meetings
of the Field and Garden Unit of
the Woman's Club are recessed for
the remainder of the Winter, date
of re-opening to be March 9.
Mrs. Lillian Simmons was elected
worthy matron of Ivy Chapter,
OES. Friday night. Other officers
elected for the coining year are: J
O. Jameson, worthy patron; MrTeresa Monroe, associate matron;
Fred Monroe, associate patron; Mrs.
Laura Starrett, secretary; Mrs.
Edna White, treasurer; Mrs. Fanny
Juura, conductress; Mrs. Marion
McCluskey, associate conductress:
and to the finance committee, Mrs.
Helen Maxey, Mrs. Lula Cunning
ham. and LeRoy Smith. The date
of the installation is set for Jan. 19
Harold B. Kaler of Rockland,
county commander of a tire fighting
unit, in a civilian defense set-up,
and Louis R. Cates, also of Rock
land. assistant to Mr. Kaler, talked
over plans for a town fire fighting
unit with local fire chief, Kenneth
Cousins, and Fred L. Perkins, Jr .
high school principal. The local
head of such a proposed unit is not
to be the local fire chief. Hence an

Mrs. Ralph Genthner. Jr., and
daughter accompanied her husband
to Norfolk. Va., where he is sta
tioned in the Navy. Mrs. Genth
ner is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs
Clyde Hilton. West Waldoboro.
The Lincoln County Poultry’
Improvement Assn, will meet
Wednesday night. Jan. 10 at 7.30
p. m. at Wilmot Dows Hatcheryon Jefferson street, Waldoboro
There will be a stated convoca
tion of the Medcmak Chapter,
R AM Mcnday night.
Word has been received that
Cedric Achorn and Frank Luce,
both of the U. S. Air Force, have
arrived in Europe.
Word has been received by Mr
and Mrs. Otis Ellis that their son,
Major Alfred O. Eliis, is missing
in action. Major Fllis has been
in the Korean Area since last Au
gust.
Joseph Brooks will be in Med
field. Mass , Saturday on business.
Wiwurna Chapter Eastern Star
will hold a regular meeting Tues
day evening. Election of officers
will be held. At 6.30 p. m. a covered
dish supper will be served, in
charge of the Matron, Mrs Ruth
Hinckley.
Dr. and Mrs Franklin Randolph
attended the inaugural ceremonies
in Augusta Thursday.
Waldoboro Woman's Club will
meet Tuesday afternoon (today).
Luncheon will be at 1 p. m.
Housekeeper's Day will be observed.
Miss Florence Jenkins, State Di
rector of Home Economics, will be
guest speaker. Hostesses are: Mrs.
Louise Brooks, Mrs. Marguerite
Riley and Mrs. Katherine Dow.
Mrs Rena Crowell is confined to
her home on Main street with a
sprained ankle.
Mrs. Robert Mitchell and daugh
ter Janice spent 10 days in Florida
including the Christmas holiday
with Mr. Mitchell. They made the
trip by plane.
Engagement

Announced

Mrs. Ward Ralph of North Nobieboro. announces the engagement
of her daughter. Betsy H Bryant
to Raymond Jackson, Jr . son of
Mr and Mi’s. Raymond Jackson.
Miss Bryant is attending the Wal
doboro High School. Mr Jackson
was graduated from W’aldoboro
High School and at present is in
the U S. Navy. No date has been
set for the wedding.

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

TipsonTourir.g
, By

Women's

INEXPENSIVE— EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES

Carol Lane
Travel Authority

HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS

Ladies, if you're planning a
skiing week end, here's a check
list of the items you’ll need:
(11 Wool gabardine ski pants
and wind-proof, water-proof
jacket. If no hood is attached,
be sure to take a ski cap with
ear flaps or a pair of ear muffs.
(21 Long woolen underwear,
two sweaters, two pairs of socks,
one of cot
ton or light
wool and the
other of
heavy wool;
water-proof
ski mittens
reinforced
with leather
palms, and a
pair of wool
gloves to wear underneath

Advertisements In this column not to exceed three lines Inserted
once for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 cents
each for each line, half price each additional time used. Five anaaU
words to • line.

Special Notice! All “blind ads" so called, 1. e. advertisements srbleh
reauire thr answers to he sent to The Courier-Gazette office for hand
ling. cost 25 cents additional.

ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and as hookkeeping will be maintained for these ads.
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
as received except rrom firms or individuals maintaining regular ac
counts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five Ts a Line.

them.
(31 Ski boots which have
been fitted to your ski clamps.
(4) Wool sla' '■ or dress and
moccasins or loafers to wear
after you come in from the ski
slopes.
(51 Extra scarf, dark glasses,
hand lotion and face cream.
Pack your bag with the heavi
est items on the bottom. Tie the
laces of your ski boots to the
suitcase handle and hang one
boot on each side of the bag
for balance.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

ELECTRIC Mixer for sale. $18;
also small Pot Burner. $25: large
Pot Burner. $45: full-size Crib.
$5; "i -length Muskrat Coat. $20.
TEL. Tenant s Harbor. 68-3.
3’5

SEX-LINK Pullets, cockerels or
straight-run chicks from Pullorum
clean U. S approved stock, for
sale. MELVILLE W. DAVIS. Dutch
Neck Hatchery. Tel. 122-23. Wal
doboro.
4-tf

STUMPAGE
FOR SALE
Approximately

120,000

Hills State Park.

be

may

feet

Camden

windthronn spruce at

Bid No. 9005

from

obtained

Bureau

of Purchases, State House, Au
gusta,

where

Maine,

bids

the

will be opened at 10.45 A. M„
Jan. 22, 1951.

1 & 4
Loon of Waldoboro.
Funeral services were held Fri
day afternoon at 2.30 p. m. at the TWO Double Windows, size 46x28
Flanders Funeral Home. Rev. one size 54x31 and one size 58x31
3 5
Philip Palmer officiating. Inter for sale. TEL. 1316
ATLANTIC
White
End
Heater
ment was at Medfield, Mass.
with oil burner installed and elec
William T. Howell
tric pump. Used three months.
4-6
William T. Howell. 75. died Jan.| TEL 278. City.
SIX-ROOM
House
for
sale,
hard

1 in Detroit. Mich. He was a na-,
tive of this town and the son of wood floors, bath, het water heat |
in Rockville. Tel. 1592-M1. MAU
William and Elizabeth Howell. Be RICE LEONARD
4-6
sides his wife. Emma, he is survived j 400 ROCK Pullets, starting to lay,
by two grandsons. He leaves sev $1.75 each; also 2 incubators, 3300
eral cousins of this town. Every j capacity, for sale, cheap. DONALD
Summer they spent here at their. KENNISTON. Tel. Warren 28-22.
4-6
cottage.

TO LET
SINGLE House of four-room and I
flush to let; 26 Florence St. TEL. I
588-W.
46'
UNFURNISHED two-room Apt. !
to let. Private flush, hot water and j
lights furnished; 80 Camden St |
TEL. 997-JK.
4 6

HEATED furnished Room to lei
for lady roomer. Inquire at 23
Water St. or TEL. 1241-W.
4-6
FURNISHED Single “House.
small rooms, flush
Water and
lights paid, clean and warm. TEL.
289-M. Ill Pleasant St.
3tf
RENT our Floor Sanders. Floor
Polisher. Paint Sprayer and Wallpaper Steamer. MAIN STREET
HARDWARE CO.
2-4
SANDING Machine and polisher
to let
Inquire at SEA COAST
PAINT CO., 440 Main St.
2tf
TWO-ROOM Furnished Apart
ment to let. with flush, central
location. TEL. 1285.
156tf
FIVE-ROOM unfurnished apt.
with bath to let. Available Jan. 1.
Adults only. Inquire at BICKNELLS HARDWARE, Main street.

i

|

Mrs. l-cna S. Benner
Mrs. Lena S. Benner, 72, died
Wednesday at Augusta. Mrs Ben
ner was born Aug. 20. 1878 in
Providence, R I. the daughter of
Fred and Florence Levensaler Fol
som. She has been a resident of
the town for the past 12 years. Be
fore living here, she was a resident
of Medfield. Mass. She was a
member of the Ladies’ Aid of the
155-tf
Winslow’s Mills Methodist Crurch
ONE and two-room Apts to let;
Surviving Is one son', James Mc- lights and water included at 4-8
Willow St., from $4 week lip. TEL.
■ .. l.'bt-W.
|
appointment will be made and an
nounced later.
SIX Rooms and bath,
Miss Helen Carroll, who was in lushed Apartment to let. Adults
jured last October in an automobile only. Available Jan. 1. 76 Park St .
TEL 147-W. Call after 5 p. m.
accident at Pleasantville, and who
156tf
is completely recovered, resumed
UNFURNISHED Rent to let.
Monday her position as operator at at 18 Masonic St. Apply at 11
MASONIC ST.
'
156tf I
the local telephone exchange.
The Warren Village Singers have
TWO-ROOM furnished Apt. to
recessed for two months. Weekly let, adults only; 57 PACIFIC ST
3*5
rehearsals for the May concert will __ ___________ __ ______
SMAI.L Furnished Apartment to
be started Feb. 27.
let.
Apply in person. 11 MMRB
Word has been reccivrd that St.
_
1291 f
Waino Waisancn, located with the
FURNISHED, heated Apt., to let;
U. S Air Forces in Korea, has been two rooms, elcc. kitchen. Inquire I
promoted to staff sergeant. He is 67 TALBOT AVE.
150tf
the only son of Mr. and Mrs. Carl
HEATED and unheated furnisned
Waisanen of Pleasantville, and en Apts., to let. V. F STUDLEY, 77
ltf
listed in October 1947. He re-en Park St. Tels. 8060 or 1234.
ROOMS, Board by day or week.
listed for a three year term last
WEBBER'S INN Tel. $40-1. Thom
November.
aston
ite
Guests overnight Friday at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Harold D.
Sawyer were Miss Evelyn Sawyer,
sound of a door slamming.
Frazer turned to find the girl's Miss Helen Gravellc and Miss Jean
dark eyes upon him, the trouble in Murray all of Gorham, N. H.
them frank and unhidden. "How
Miss Joan Maxey returned Sun
much of that did you make up?”
day to Westbrook Junior College, in
she asked bluntly.
Portland, after passing the Christ
“None of it,” he replied. “I'm
afraid I didn't even get around to mas vacation here with her parents.
Mr and Mrs. Boynton Maxey and
some of the worst features.”
Frazer was halfway down to the her grandmother, Mrs Laura Star
darkened store when he heard rett.
the quick patter of footsteps behind
The Fireside class will meet Fri
him. “Wait." Helen Bartell called, day evening at the Montgomery
a little breathlessly. “You'll stum
ble down there in the dark. Let me rooms, with the members of the
Riverside Club invited as special
show you.”
Committee on arrange
He obeyed, a trifle impatiently. guests.
It was beginning to dawn upon him I ments includes Mr and Mrs. Alfred
that lie had fumbled a golden op Wyllle, and Mr and Mrs. Carl
portunity.
Instead of pumping Erickson. Supper will be served at
MORE
Derek Bartell while the man was
6.30 p. m, and followed by a movie,
Speed
and
Uniformity
emotionally upset he had outsmart- ;
ed himself, doing all the talking “Lord Of All," to be shown in the
with
and learning practically nothing in auditorium, and open to the public.
Modern Automatic
return. Now there had been a break This film is released by King's Col
of some sort. It might mean that , lege. Delaware
Committee in
Little Giant Press
Bartell would be more careful in charge of the program for the eve
'tbe future and would refuse to talk.
PRINTING OF
“Do you think my father is in ning included Mr. and Mrs. Ray
mond Kenniston.
danger?” she asked.
SUPERIOR QUALITY
“No more than you.” he retorted ; The Congregational Ladies Mis
drylv. “He's dealing with some pret sion Circle will meet at 2 p. m at
ty slippery crooks, but there has the parsonage Thursday and will
been no indication that anyone plans ' be followed by thp annual meeting
to kill him. Which is more than 1
and election of officers in tne
Raymond L. Andersen. Supt.
can say in your caas.”
Ladies' Circle at 3 p. m. at the
22-aw-tf
i TO BE CONTINUED)
C&p. r.ght, 1947, Eugene E. Ma.leraa
same place.

The Courier-Gazette
Job Dept.

AN
UNUSUAL BUY!
I

have a remarkable Oppor-

tunity-Bu.v

at

person

for
low

an

ambitious

price—A

retail

business, good volume, excellent
location.

Must sell.

WEST FARM AGENCY.
INC.
Charles E. King,

FOR SALE
HATHORNE Point, little old
honey of a five-room House, with
dutch oven in the cellar, near a
good beach, 3’,-i acres, view of river,
walls double-plastered for $3150;
convenient clump of lilacs; stove
and bed also. If you want this,
don't delay- It is priced right. S.
A. LAVENDER, 3 Beechwood StThomaston 369
3-5
USED Lumber for sale, all 2x4,
2x6, 3x6. 4x6. 6x6 and boarding. 4c
ft ; inside doors with locks and
hinges $2.50 each; windows and
frames $7.00; clapboards, 17c each;
flooring lumber and water pipe.
Free firewood, haul it away; 17
Myrtle St., days. TEL. 8897 eve
nings.
4*6
LIVE Bait for sale. HENRY
KONTIO. JR.. West Rockport, Rt.
90. just off Rt. 17.
3*5
HOUSEHOLD Royal Kitchen
Range in good condition. HERBERT SYLVESTER. Spear StRockport. Tel. Camden 2090. 3*5
BABY Carriage, good condition,
$12. for sale: also Baby Basket on
legs. $3 and Doll Carriage, maroon,
wooden body $6; 53 FULTON ST.
2*4
YOUNG Cow’ for sale. Refreshen
in March for third time, also V-8
Motor; 406 Old County Rd. TEL.
1445-R.
2*4
BUICK Sedan, 1938 for sale;
with 1948 motor, all in good con
dition. TEL. Camden 8537.
2*4
1938 CHEVROLET Sedan, good
tires and new battery; also 1937
Chrysler Coupe, extra clean car
with good tires and new battery.
Terms if desired Call at 81 NO.
MAIN ST___________________ 2*4
DRY Beans for sale: Johnson
Yellow Eyes, large or small quan
tity. Phone 408. NEIL RUSSELL.
2*4

BEANS FOR SALE
Light Red Kidney,
Ib. 12c
Soldier and Johnson Beans, Ib. 13c

Rep.

Phone Camden 8537

1-T-tf

Contact GEORGE E. GRIFFIN
Appleton, Maine
Tel. West Appleton 7-21

3*5
110-VOLT power Generatorse, 500
and 2000-watt sizes with and with
out gasolene power, for sale. Also
almost any size of electric motor for
single and three-phase power. Our
generators and motors are new—
not used. Ask for prices. EMIL
RIVERS, INC., 342 Park St., Rock
land, Me.
147tf
BOWS and Laths lor sale. New
mill on Old County Road just over
the town line in Thomaston Tel.
324-R. C. CLANCY. Rockland

WANTED

J
MEN Wanted to cart logs in
West Appleton. Pay $10 per M
Apply on job or at Office in Bel i
fast. H N. MILLER & SONS.
Tel. 799-W5.
4 6
WORK as Housekeeper for one
adult, wanted, by middle-aged
woman. EVELYN JOYCE, 10 Lime
St.
4 11
WOMAN wanted for
dcrical-ofll'c work; 20 hours lier
week, part morning, part afternoon
SEVEN - ROOM House" with bath,
at will of employe. Typing experi for sale. Inquire 41 ADMONTEM
ence necessary. Apply at the AVE. No information by phone.
MACABEE INSURANCE OFFICE,
145tf
407 Main St. Tel. 1C26. City 4’lt

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ H7«4

ADVERTISING

SALESMAN

You ean earn $5030-S10.(X)0 year
selling SUPERB NEW LINE exclu
sive calendars, advertising special
ties. Permanent, future. Liberal
commission and bonus. Survey
shows men with company 10 year:
earn over $31,000 year. Write
LOUIS F. DOW CO Empire State
Building. New York
4-H I
NURSE available. 75c an horn
MRS. BERTHA S. CASSENS. Tel
23-W. .P. O. Box 216.
44
CARPENTRY, inside remodeling,
ceilings, floor sanding and linoleum
laying. ISRAEL SNOW. 14 Ocean
St. Tel. 1171-R
3tf
NOTICE: Avon Cosmetics has an
excellent earning opportunity for
wemen.
We have openings in
Rockland, Thomaston, Warren,
Lincolnville, North Haven, Ten
ant's Harbor, Liberty. Rockport,
Union. Hope, Washington. Write
MRS. RUSSELI, JOHNSON, Au
gusta Rd., Waterville.
3*9
ANTIQUES & Used Furnishings,
wanted. WEAVER'S. 91 Main St..
Thomaston or call
Rockland
1181-M.
2-13
TIMBER Lot and Pulpwood want
ed to buy.
WM.
ANDERSON.
West Meadow Rd . Rockland. 2*4
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work
done at the Mend-It Shop, 102
Union St , Grove St. entrance. Tel
1680 EVA AMES.
49
WASTE Paper wanted, newspa
pers, books, magazines, corrugat
ed boxes. Inquire 55 TILLSON
AVE- City.
147tf
LOOS wanted—Spruce. Pine and
Hemlock. For Fall and Winter dc-,
liverv. Highest cash prices. PASSMORE LUMBER CO. Tel. Camden
2330
128-tf
TOP prices paid for all kinds of
junk, iron, steel, metals, batteries
and rags. MORRIS GORDON &
SON. 6 T St. Tel. 123-W.
12tf
ANTIQUES. Glass China. Furni
ture. old Paintings, etc., wanted
CARL E. FREEMAN, Glen Cove
Tel Rockland 10S
ltf
WASHING Macmne and Wrlngei
Roll Repairing. Pick up and de
liver, Tel. 677, Rockland. BITLER
CAB *

HOMI

SUPPLY. .

.

I*

BODY and FENDER
WORK
COMPLETE PAINT JOBS
ANV TYPE TRUCK REPAIRS
RADIATOR CLEANING ANO
REPAIRS
ANT TYPE OF WELDINO

Rowling’s Garage
778

MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 202-W

1-tf

DOUBLE Tenement House at 57
Gleason St. Thomaston, for sale;
about an acre of land and small
bam
If you need a home,
this is a fine investment. Contact
H B. KALER, Washington. Tel.
5-25
7ttf
FOR SALE—Have a few used
White Oil and Gas Combination
Stoves, Some Black Stoves, with Oil
Burners, Electric Stove, Used Deep
Freeze, Electric Washers, and Elec
tric Refrigerators, that I will sell
cheap. If you are looking for some
used stuff, we have lt at prices you
can afford to pay. I also have 8
reasonably-priced Farms that I
will sell. Whatever you need, see
Kaler.
HAROLD B. KALER,
Washington. Me. Tel. $-35. Open
385 days every year.
49tf
WE have some reasonably-priced
used cars for sale. If you do not
want to buy otic, perhaps you have
one to sell. We buy, and sell, do
some horse trading, sell on time
payments, in fact we do anything
to please. HAROLD B. KALER
Washington, Me. Tel. 5-25, National
Shawmut Bank of Boston Finance

GRANITE LIVES FOREVER
Walks, Stepa, Posts, Flreplaem,
Mooring Stones and Chain, Ash
lar, Veneer, Pier Stone, Wall and
Foundation
Slone,
Estimates
gladly submitted. Na obligation.
HOCKING GRANITE INDUS
TRIES (Successors to John Mee
han A Son), Clark Island, Me,

Tri. Rockland 21-WZ ar Tenant’!
Harbor Ml*.
gj-tf

J ^jesday-Thursday-Saturda?
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Telephone 85

Telephone 2-21

The V.I.I. Club was entertained
Wednesday night by Mrs. Ruth
I Gray. Refre-hments were served
*’d a pleasant social evening enT joyed. Mrs. Marjorie Conway was
T received Into membership and givTen a hearty welcome.
I Miss Barbara Jean Torfason of
Rockland is guest fcr .several weeks
I of her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
. George Gray.
If J. F. Laundre and George Kor• shivas of Boston were dinner
lj guests Friday at "The Millers.”
g^tMrs. Villa Sprague and Mrs.
t Bertha Ayer of Quincy, Mass., were
dinner guests Friday of Mr. and
Mrs. Floyd Robertson.
Paul Flagg who was guest during
the Christina- holidays at thc
' home oi Mr. and Mr Fritz,Skoog
has returned to his home at
Yonkers, N. Y.
In the account of the Memorial
Service at the January 1, meeting
of Marguerite Chapter, O.ES., the
yme of Mis. Elva Teel was mis
takenly given. To make the correc
tion it should have been the name
of Mrs. Marie Teel. Mrs. Elva Teeie
is at present employed at Knox
I Hospital, Rockland.
I I Mrs. Scott Littlefield was hostess to the Washington Club Sat] unlay night at her home on PleaI sant street. Picnic supper was
served and an enjoyable social eve.
4 ring passed with sewing. Present
4 ere Mrs. Eva Smith, Mrs. Carrie
Mullen. Mrs. Edith Ncwbert and
Mrs. Emma Winslow.
At the meeting of The Ladies ot
the G AR. Friday night the folI lowing officers were installed by
Past President, Mr May Lawry,
I Margaret Rascoe as
Marshall.

J

f

1

i

■ assisted by P» t President, Mn.
I | Pre-ident, Mr. Elodie Hassen;
1,1 Senior Vice President, Mrs. Edith
lj | Ncwbert: Junior Vice Pre-ment.
, ’Ars. Blanche Swears;
treasurer,
Mrs. Villa Ames; chaplain. Mis.
Clyde MIcnto.li; conductress. Mrs.
Margaret Rascoe; Guard, Mrs. Lu|i cy Bkoog; assistant guard. Mrs.
■ Beulah Cotter; patriotic iinstructor,
I- Mrs. May Lawry; musician, Mrs.
■ 1 ola Swi i
tant conductress,

1 Mrs. Abbie Hut.. Inn. on; secretary,
■ Mrs. Bessie Ames and registrar,
' Mrs. Evie Hennigar Those unable
1 to be present will be installed at a
LJlater date. ]
erved
ftby t le hostei -es, Mrs. Lucy Skoog
and Mrs .Lottie Polk. The hand
some crocheted handbag was
awarded Mr . Polk.
Capt. and Mi's. Stillman Osgood
were dinner gue.-ts Sunday at Mill
River Farm.
Union Church Circle will meet
Thursday afternoon at the vestry.

Tuesday night, with Mr. Davis of
Augusta, member of the executive
board of the Maine State Grange.
Installing officer
Miss Ruth McKinley rturned to
Wheelock College. Boston Sunday.
(Seven Tree Grange has been
invited to attend Neighborhood
Night at South Warren Grange.
Thursday night.
Mrs. Leroy Burns is a patient at
Knox Hospital. She is very iil with
i pneumonia.
Mr. and Mrs. James Oliver, and
Mr. and Mrs Stanley Hight of
- Kents Hill were Sunday guests of
i Rev. and Mrs. Albert Oliver.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert McKinleycalled Sunday on Rev. and Mrs.
Ernest Doughty in So. Portland. Mr.
Doughty is still confined to his bed.
Boys who go to Bangor Friday
for physical examinations are
Milton Peabody. Wendell Butler,
Robert Leonard and Arthur Hawes.
Colonel Cleo Godare has been
called to Fort Benning, Ga.. for a
month.
Miss Faye Robbins and Walter
Calderwood were Sunday dinner
guests of Mr and Mrs. Donald
Calderwood, Rockland.
Officers elected at Orient Chapter.
OILS Friday night were: Worthy
Matron, Frances Doughty; worthypatron, Gilbert Doughty; associate
matron, Constance Durkee; asso
ciate patron, Clinton Cramer; sec
retary, Christine Barker; treasurer.
Marion Alden; conductress Georgia
Cramer;
associate
conductress,
Edith Payson; finance committee.
Marie But'er. Ethel Creighton and
Edgar Barker. Tentative date for
installation is Jan. 26.
Marine Engineer Kenneth Blake
arrived In Boston Thursday from
New York and a previous Mediter
ranean run (Italy, Spain, Turkey,
Israel ) He was met by his wife,
and came home for a 2 day leave.
He returned Saturday night. Mrs.
Blake accompanying him as far
as Portland.
The Brotherhood of the Metho
dist Church will sponsor a meeting
on Civilian Defense to be held in
the vestry Jan. 17. General Lord
of Rockland, head of the CountyCivil Defense Program, will be
present if possible, or send a
deputy.

PTA. held a very successful
meeting Wednesday night, with 31
members and several guests pres
ent The program featured a debate,
subject, "Resolved that it would
be advantageous for Union to join
a Community High School dis
trict." With Principal Kenoyer in
charge each debater was allowed
three minutes.
The affirmative
side was taken by Frank Burgess.
Ray Thurston. Mrs. Robert Clark
and Robert Austin Negative by
Curtis Payson. John CTeighton.
Rev. Lyal Calhoun and Dwane
Rowell. A general discussion period
followed the debate, with several
in the audience, which included a
group from Warren, taking part.
The president announced that the
next meeting Feb. 7 will be "Open
House' at the school
Dr. Irving P. Tuttle and Mi-, and
Mrs. Harry Thompson left Thurs
day mofning for Clearwater. Fla.
Mrs. William Gleason was hos
tess to the Friendly B's Thursdaynight.
Mr and Mrs. Warren Williams
and daughter Becky have moved
to Monmouth, where Mr. Williams
is employed by the Canning Co.
Community Club will be held
Tuesday at the home of Mrs Alfred
Hawes. Mrs. Freeman Brown of
Rockland will be guest speaker—
Her subject "Pine Trees.”
Chairman of the March of Dimes
Campaign, Mrs Robert McKinley,
held a committee meeting at her
home Thursday night to plan for
the
benefit
Finnish-American
Dance to be held Jan. 20 in the
High School Gym. On that com
mittee are Mr. and Mrs. Jack Ivori.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Heald. Mr
and Mrs.. John Unguvary, Mr. and
Mrs. Alfred Nilskala. Tickets are
now on sale for the danceUnion and North Union Farm
Bureau will meet Wednesday at
10.30 a. m at the Grange hall.
Miss Constance Cooper, home dem
onstration agent, will be guest
speaker, her subject
"What's
Cooking Around the Clock.”
Seven Tree Grange holds a stat
ed meeting Wednesday night. Ash
ley Walter of Waldoboro, will be
guest speaker on an insurance pro
gram. Invitations to the meeting
have been extended to Pioneer and
Evening Star Granges.
Installation of officers of Pioneers
Grange, East Union, will be held '

Supper will be served at 5.30 Thc
housekeepers will be Mrs. Wenonah
Peterson and Mrs. Muriel Osgood
Mrs. Ann Carver has returned
from Auburn where she was the
guest of her brother and sister-inlaw. Dr. and Mrs. Leroy Gross.

PLEASANT POINT
Mrs. Maud Stone and son Charlie
and Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Ome at
tended thc golden wedding anni
versary party in Friendship Tues
day- night for Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
Morton.
Mrs. Mildred Marshall is a surgical patient at Miles Memorial
Hospital Damariscotta.
Mrs. Leslie Young is visiting
Mrs. Ernest Wooster in Rockland,
while Mr Young is on Monhegan
Island on business.
Miss Dorothy Daval called on
friends here Thursday.
Stanley Leighton of Port Clyde
has been guest of Philip Davis for
several days.

CUSHING

These Tea-Bags are Better!
; There's more tea and finer
b
quality tea in
1

o

SALAM
> TEA-BAGS
»«

Mrs. Harriet Forsbloin has re
turned home after spending two
■ weeks with her daughter and sonin-law. Mr. and Mrs Richard
Wyllie in Hartford. Conn.
Capt. and Mrs Edgar Johnson
were supper guests Tuesday of Mr.
and Mrs. James Davis.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Young and
son Curtis attended a service
Thursday night at the Advent
Christian Church. Port Clyde, at
which Mrs. Young's brother, Ken
neth Davis was ordained to thc
, ministry. Rev. Davis is pastor of
a church in Richmond. Virginia.

GLEN COVE
David Ho h returned Monday
to Annapolis Naval Academy, and
Wesley Hoch returned to Severn
School. Baltimore. Md., after visit
ing thfir parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Hoch for thc holidays
Charles Foote, Jr., has returned
to University of Maine after the
holidays spent with his parents.
Mrs. C. E. Gregory was a dinner
j guest Wednesday of Mr. and Mrs.
i Ernest L Brazier. Owl’s Head.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Gregory were
in Hallowell Thursday as guests of
Carl Freeman.
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Girl Scouts Faced The Colors

Page Five ”

MARCH OF TIME, 1950
Recording Some Of the More Important Events
Of the Past Year In Knox County

Sept. 27—Change made in char
acteristic of fog signal at Rock
land Breakwater.
Sept. 30—Sesqul-centennial cele
bration held by Warren Baptist
Church.
Oct 1—The Rev Alfred G Hemp
stead. pastor of Pratt Memorial
'
Methodist Church, assigned to the
Orono Methodist Church.
Oct 6—The Union Church and
Union Church Society, Vinalhaven,
were formally incorporated under
j
the name of the Union Church of
Vinalhaven.
Oct. 7—Achievement Day for
Knox and Lincoln County 4-H
Clubs held in Lincoln Academy,
Newcastle.
Oct. 9—Ground broken for new
shoe factory in Waldoboro.
Oct. 9—Robert W. Hudson of
Left to right, Girl Scouts Barbara Whitehill. BeatrRe Harvev, Sylvia Mackie, Helen Hart and Joan philbrook
Rockland appointed new manager
face the colors held by Sandra Harriman.
of the Eastern division of Central
The Girl Scouts of Rockland face devoting their time and efforts to New Years resolution for ail:
Maine Power Company.
the new year with a determination ' the furthering of the program and
"On my honor, I will try;
Oct. 9—Knox County Teachers
to practice the code of all Scouts I thc training of the large number To do my duty to God and my
Association met in Rockland Lin
of service to God and country.
Country.
: of girls in tlie several units.
don E Christie, superintendent of
Girl Scouting is an active pro
The leaders offer the Gul Scout To help other people at ail times
Camden schools, was elected new
gram in the city with many women , Promise published below as a good To obey the Girl Scout laws.”
president.
Oct. 10—A 15-year-old Appleton
boy was killed by an accidental
|
shotgun blast, becoming the first
(Answer next time)
fatality in the State during the
Bert Farnham Relates Some
1950 hunting season.
Interesting Incidents In
Oct. 11—Allan F. McAlary, su
His Career As a Tiller
perintendent of Camden and Rock
Of the Soil
land Water Company, was elected
vice president of Maine Water
Lois Cuttler was a maiden lady
Company, was elected vice presi
and wealthy and well along in
dent of Maine Water Utilities Asso
years but loved to attend Grange
ciation.
and mix in the social life of Sere
Oct. 11—Walter O. Frost of War
nity but her horse wrenched the
ren retired from the U. S. Forestry
tendon in a foreleg about the
Service.
time we had the big corn husking
Oct. 12—New store of the F. W.
at Burt Moon’s farm and thc poor
Woolworth Company opened in
old lady bemoaned the fact that
Rockland.
she couldn't drive her nice team
Oct. 13—The Augusta Chapter of
over to Burt’s place and join in
Telephone Pioneers of America met
the fun—unless, as she coyly re
at the Rockland Legion Home.
marked to me, "Someone will take
Oct. 13-14—The New England
me.”
conference of the American Asso
She had a fine horse and car
ciation of Museums at the Farns
riage and I hesitated to ask her to
worth Art Museum, Rockland.
ride with us in our old groceryOct. 15—Special services in the
wagon. but we couldn’t resist the
Littlefield Memorial Baptist Church
pleading look in her eyes and in
vited her to go with us.
tionary and from the very top of
When we arrived we found
the blazing light thousands of
Burts big barn floor piled high
small patches cT light began to
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
with corn to be husked and more
separate themselves and fill thc
11- Range of mountaina
39- Act
1-Labor
lanterns than I could count at first
sky and as wc watched, spellbound,
in
Europe
40- Egyptian god
5-S‘iffly proper and
glance were hung around the barn
12- Debatable
the fragments began to take shapes
41- Perish
neat
14- Abode of evil spirit*
42- Suffix. Like
9-Ajar
floor and boxes and chairs were
the like of which we had never
15- Same as Oesel
43- Most comfortable
Network
placeff in a circle all around the 10before seen or dreamed of.
17-Morally
11- Part of verb "To be” 45- Type measure
corn pileThere were about 30 13- Wigwams
20-Decorated
The whole sky, as far as our
46- Eagle
22-Very
47- Prophet
buskers there and amid a babble 14- lnterjection
eyes could see became a mass of
24-Comparative suffix
49- Be saucy to
hang limply
of talk, laughter, giggling and 16-To
tumbling, whirling, beautifully col
27- Precious stone
50- To corner
18- Musical note
squealing, we grabbed a seat, ready 19- The (Sp.)
28- Lofty
ored moving shapes of indescrib
29- Pronoun
for work. Burt placed a lot of 20- Money (Rom. Antiq.)
able beauty. Every shape that
30Type
of
auto
(pi.)
VERTICAL
Balanced
baskets where we could reach 21humans
could imagine and others
31Tormentor
23-Knitting rod
32- Exists
them easily—to fill with husked 25- Was erect
impossible to imagine or describe
33- Large lake
1-Toward
corn—and gave the signal to start 26- Comical
as the shapes changed from one
34- Part of a plant
2- Suitable
27- Fertile spot in a
husking.
pattern to another every second.
36- Portions of medicine
3- Blinded
dese rt
37- Clothed
The man who filled his basket 31-Prongs
4- Work bread
There were wheels of all sizes and
5- Dress with the beak 43- Epoch
first was privileged to kiss any fe 35-Struck repeatedly
descriptions, flowers of every kind,
44- Golf mound
6- Staggered
with missiles
male he could catch as she dodged 37- Forsake
trees, bushes, buildings, animals,
46-Plural suffix
7- Pronoun
48-Musical note
about among the baskets and 38- Suffix. Pertaining to 8- Myself
feathered fowl — everything on
around the corn pile and how thc
earth or in the heavens was repre
males did make the husks fly!
other cob end and hung on wires ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE sented. There for an instant, then
The girls were subject to the stretched across the high beams
the
shape
changed.
whirled,
same rule and tried to look de over the barn floor and while the
tumbled, changed again and again
mure but wc noticed that their women and girls tied them to
and each change of form brought
hands were working fast while gether the boys and younger fel
a change of coloring which defiies
their eyes strayed to the male they lows stretched the wires and hung
description.
had decided in their mind to catch the ears over them as fast as
At intervals of seconds lesser
and kiss if they filled their basket, wire.-, were .-tiling and when the
hissing noises occurred and a
first. Alter a man had won and job was finished the hanging ears
burst of color wss shot- from the
kissed the squealing female of his of golden corn made a complete
blanket of white light which hung
choice, and the first to fill her roof, or ceiling over the whole barn
like a huge curtain over the
basket girl had caught and floor.
northern part of the sky and as
smacked thc male of her choice,
It was two in the morning when
this burst of color shot southward
another round was started and as thc job was finished—96 bushels
it separated and the separated
the kisses multiplied the corn pile ol corn on the cob hanging in the
particles took on weird shapes,
diminished rapidly until Burt had glow of 20 lanterns and only then
like pin-wheels, dinner plates, huge
grab hold of her and pull her back
to replenish it with more corn.
did the gang break up and go
saucers from which showers of
to
keep
her
from
falling
out
of
tlie
Burt harvested a large crop that home, singing "I Was Seeing
rainbow like midget shaped balls of
She would
year and it was 12 midnight before Nellie Heme” in chorus—and the seat onto the road.
light flew in all directions only to
thc job was finished. Two or three voice of Aunt Lois could be heard wake up, get properly placed in be whisked together and, for a
women had been busy cooking and above all the other voics. She re the seat again, mumble a few second or two remaining in the
getting supper on the table and newed her youth that night—and I words and then promptly go to shape of a huge bunch of roses or
sleep again and I had to keep an
wc all trouped into the big kitchen guess all the rest of us did, too.
a bouquet of variegated flowers.
eye
out for the next time she be
and started depleting tlie enor If you never went to a com husk
Thc most unforgetablc sight wc
gan
to
sag.
mous amount of food thc wo ing you have missed a lot in life.
ever enjoyed It was a breath tak
I didn't have to pay anj- atten ing experience. A "Once in a life
men had cooked and piled on the Dull, nothing-ever-happens, coun
tion to the horse at all—he knew time.”
table—baked beans, of course, and try life?
the road and would pick his own
apple and custard pics, doughnuts,
I have often wondered if Rae
laud But Not Least
way. keep in the road and plod and I were thc only humans who
cake and coffee.
I purposely left this item for a along home safely and at a speed
During the supper an estimate
saw that magnificent display. It
finale
to this narrative. It really that suited him and I must have
of thc number of kisses each fe
was about 3 o'clock in the morn
male had to her credit, Lois Cut- should have been included in the been getting drowsy myself when ing and everyone outside thc great
tlcr headed thc list by five kisses! incidents related in the items a loud hiss, like pent-up steam cities must have been asleep but
That was a triumph as pleasing about thc happenings going to and escaping from a mammoth size we expected to see glowing ac
as it was unexpected and the way from the land of Nod for it was steam boiler brought me wide counts of the “once in a lifetime''
she blushed and tittered started a on one of our homeward trips that awake with a jerkheavenly display. Wc watched the
It woke Rae, too, as thc North papers but no mention was made
round of applause which only it happened.
added to her pleasure and confu
It was a clear, cold moonless ern Lights streamed high up in of the spectacle and we have
sion and we truly believe that it night in November but the stars heavens, receded, then, with a asked many people—even to this
was a night she never forgot. She were very bright and gave forth loud hiss, streamed up again, day—if they witnessed the wonderwas a grand person, "Aunt Lois." a lot of light and the Northern higher each time and with a loud j ful sight but have yet to find a
But wc couldn’t go home yet. lights were streaming a.s the er hiss. It was a grand sight, so solitary person who did.
The job was not completed. After horse plodded along, using his own grand that I stopped Kota so that
Perhaps it was a special display,
supper, a smoke and a lot of judgment as to speed for the we could watch and enjoy thc a show put on for the three of us
merrymaking, wc all went back tc ground was frozen and rough and sight.
—Kota. Rae and I. Kota was an
the barn to finish the job. Thc not suitable for anything faster
We were at thc four corners, interested spectator anyway and
corn had to be tied and strung than a walk.
only a mile from home and as we j deserved a reward for the many
up
I was devoting my time to look sat there, another hiss louder than nights he had trawled to the land
Tlie huskefs left two or three ing out for Rae. She used to go all the others combined suddenly of Nod and back!
husks on the end of the cob for to sleep on the way home and smote our ear drums and the cold
And so—this narrative ends in
the tleing. These few husks ends when I saw her sagging over the white light didn't recede this time. I a blaze of glory.
were tied to the husk ends of an- low end rail of the seat I had to Instead, it remained almost sta(The End)

Takes Up Farming

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSSWORD

opening a centennial year of cele
bration.
Oct. 15—Body of an unknown
drowned fisherman found of! Seal
Island.
Oct. 17—Rockland City Council
approved the rotary traffic plan
for downtown Rockland.
Oct. 19—General Ic“ Cream Corp,
began construction of its new Rock
land plant on Camden street.
Oct. 19—Wage increases were
granted to Van Baalen-Hellbrun
workers.
Oct 22—Rev- Merle 8. Conant re
placed Rev. Alfred G. Hempstead
as pastor of the Pratt Memorial
Methodist Church.
Oct. 23—Court of Honor held In
the
Rockland
Congregational
Church for Boy Scout Troop 206.
Oct. 24—Capt. Arthur Bam of
Rockland retired from the Rock
land fishing fleet at the age of 71.
Oct. 26—The quarterly meeting
of the Maine Diocesan Council of
Catholic Women St. Bernard's
Church. Rockland
Oct. 30—Dennis Collins. 13, ot
Union was arraigned in Municipal
Court on murder charges.
Oct. 31—Arthur I Johnson. 33, of
Rockland was lost overboard in a
storm from the fishing factory ship
Ocean Life, off Nova Scotia.
Oct. 31—Two Rockland policemen
were arraigned in Municipal Court
on charges of breaking, entering
and larceny.
Nov. 1—A 10 p- m. curfew was
established in Rockland.
Nov. 1, 2—Two escaped prisoners
from the Maine State Prison Farm
were recaptured, the first in Rock
land, the second in Glen Cove.
Nov. 6—Rockland Motor Com
pany opened for business at Main
and Pleasant streets.
Nov. 6—Coast Guard officials and
mariners met to discuss the possi
bilities of added buoyage in Penob
scot Bay approaches.
Nov. 7—Maine unit of Floral
Telegraph Delivery Association met
at the Thorndike hotel.
Nov. 11—Lawrence Sanborn and
Hartwell Dowling named as new
patrolmen for Rockland Police De
partment.
Nov. 13—Knox District School
Board Association was organized
with Harold W. Whitehill of the
Rockland board as president.
Nov. 13—Rockland City Council
approved six liquor license applica
tions for thc coming year.
Nov. 14—Elmer E. Mathews of
Rockport was named to replace
Seth Low of Rockland as president
of the Knox County General Hos
pital. Low- will be a representative
of Rockland in the coming State
legislature.
(To be concluded)

SOUTH HOPE
Without previous planning a
group of women met at the home
of Mr. and Mrs Henry Hastings
Tuesday afternoon to bid farewell
to Mrs. Laura Hastings. Present
were Mrs. Emma Norwood, Mrs.
Leroy Norwood and Mrs. Harry
Stred of Warren; Mrs. Angle Mer
rill, Mrs Chloe Mills, Mrs. Gladys
Mills and Mrs. Edith Willis. Mrs.
Hastings left later that day with
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Harris to
spend a few days in Massachusetts.
They plan to start Saturday for
California.
Mrs. Mildred Thorndike visited
her mother. Mrs. Annie Webster at
Coopers Mills. Wednesday.
The officers of South Hope
Grange were installed Wednesday
night by Elroy Beveridge and
assistants of Hope.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Luce and
Mrs. Arlene Willis visited their
mother, Mrs. Geneva Luce at Burkettville. Wednesday.
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Mrs. Mertie Carver of Vinalhaven is spending the Winter with
her sister, Mrs. Ada Simpson
Richard Whitney has returned
to Duke University. N. C after
spending the holiday recess with
his mothei, Mr A.a Whitney
Mr. and Mrs Charlc Knights
of North Cushing have clo .'d their
home for the Winte and ire li ing with their sen and dauvhterin-law. Mr and MrWarren
Knights.
Harold Achom is spending a few
days at Newhaven. Mas'- or. bu ;ness.
Mis* Janet Johnson, accompanied
by her mother. Mrs Mai c:itr
Jordan, and her .sister. Miss Irene
Johnson, motored to Portland
Friday where Miss Irene entered
the Maine General H pital .1 .1
toosilectomy patient
At the annual meeting of the
Congregational So.ietj held Tu. day afternoon at the Federated
Church reports were read and busi
ness matters were taken up and
the following officers wer elected
Clerk. Miss Helen Studies treas
urer. Richard Elliot; auditor. Fi mk
Elliot; trustees, Richard Ei 10!
Alexander Mayo. William Brook-.
Jr., Rita Smith and Marion Graf
ton.
At the annual meeting ol Orient
I/jdge Tuesday night tlie new tticers were elected a.s ;ollow
Wor
shipful Master, Harold Doili' 1:
Senior Warden. H. Darrell Bowdish; Junior Warden. Georg, Har
low;; Treasurer, Edgar W Libby;
Secretary’. Aaron A Clark There
will be a semi-public installation
Jan. 23 at which tune the appoint
ed officers will be heard
At the Federated Church Thurs
day night, 7 o'clock, a series on The
Story of Our Religion, will start.
Thursday’s topic. "The World k
the Hebrew Patriarchs
Irville E. Luce S.l c. who is sta
tioned at Pennsylvania on the
U8.S Chandler is spending a few
days' leave with his mother. Mr:
Elizabeth Luce.
The Baptist Mission Circle will
meet in the church vestrv Thurs
day afternoon at 2 o'clock. Ea h
one take a box lunch for supper
and the Ladies’ Circle and Beta
Alpha Club are asked to come and
help in making surgical dressing .
A surprise going away party wa
given Patsy Lovell on New Years
day by Miss Joanne Edwards at
the latter's home on Wadsw rth
street. Present were: Gwend. lyn
Sawyer. Donna Carroll. S mdra
Putnam. Jane Ifemey.
Anita
Adams, Carolyn Kallcch inc Anita
Spaulding A gift was presented
to Patty by the group Refresh
ments were served.
The Star Circle will pre nt a
three-act play "You Said It" in
Watts Hall, Jan. 31. wth Almon
B. Cooper of Ro-kland as director
The cast includes Mrs Gay Payson.
Mrs Margaret Melgard Russell K 1
ley, Mrs Bessie Goudy. Mrs Betty
MoChesney, Roger Conant. Mrs.
Patricia Whitney. Mrs Rutli L
Perry. Warren Whitney. Mr
Clyde Hatch. Mrs Milton Hennie r
and Albert Elliot. Mr? Forest
Stone will be prompter. Forest
Stone and Laurence Perry s>age
managers, and Mrs Faye Stetson
and Mrs. Vinnie Benner will be
business managers.

Mrs Wallace Lovell who leaves 111
the near future for Harrison. MrLouis Hanley and Mrs. Philip Ed
wards peured at a table made ir.cst
attractive with an antique china
tea set having belonged to the hos
tess
great grandmother. Mrs
Mary Rivers. Mrs. Walter Bowe
assisted serving the bountiful del.cacies.
Mrs Lovell was presented a pair
of cloi'onne vase- and regrets were
expressed for her leaving as she
has made many friends during her
husband's tenure of office as war
den at tin- State prison.
Invited guests were Mesdamcs
Wiliam Robertson Fran is Hardy.
William Boynton. Walter Bowe.
Louis Willett, Eugene O Connell.
Walter Henry. Louis Hanley. Ar
nold Hardy. Edwin Lyn h. Harold
Richardson. I aurence McAuliffe.
Lenora Davis, Carol Miller. James
O'Neil, Philip Bid-wards, Zena.
Melvin, Charles Burke. Woodrow
Mercier, Charlotte MelquLt. Jus
tin Willett. Joseph Richards and
the Misses Elizabeth Keating. Mary
B Cullen, Elizabeth McCoy. Anna
Donohue, Ethel Upham and Gert
rude Hanley, who wished the Wal
lace Lovells much happiness and
health upon their return to their
Harrison home
Bridal Shower

Mrs Marguerite Jordan and
Mrs. Philip Pernald were co-hostc. .es at a bridal shower honoring
Miss Janet Johnson at the former's
heme on Wednesday night Invit
ed guests were; Mrs. Roland BerryMrs. Charles Pea.se. Mrs. Eleanor
Barrett. Mass Mary Pease, Miss
Irene Penney,, all ol Warren; Mis
Marilyn leonard of Union. Mrs.
Marjorie Olsen and Mr. Patty
Wood of Cushing;
Mrs. Eve
lyn Powers, Camden; Mrs Priscilla
Grafton. Miss Betty See kins. Miss
Esther Wolfe. Miss Helen Adams,
Mrs. Anne Hail. Mrs. Maxine Ma
honey. Mrs. Vera Young. Mrs. PattySmith. Mrs. Wood’.otv Mercier. Mrs.
Carrie Smalley. Miss Beatrice Lewis,
Miss Joanne Young, Mrs. Hilda
Keyes. Mrs Gloria Hodgkins. Miss
Ruth Pease, Mrs. Edith Whittier.
Mrs. Eva Vose, Miss Gwendoyn
Thornton. Mrs. RUth Taylor. Mis.
RUby Hall. Mrs. Ida Thornton,
Mrs Vivian Connon. Mrs. Frances
Jordan, Mrs. Clifford Fermld. Mrs.
Elizabeth Grafton. Mrs Gaye Payson, Mrs. Dorothy Goguen. Mrs.
Amy- Bracey. Miss Irene Johnson,
all of this town, and Mrs. Phyllis
Lakeman. Saybrook. Conn.
Refreshments were served. Miss
Johnson received many nice gifts.
Her engagement to Willis Berry of
Warren was recettly announced.
See the latest styles in Furs and
Cloth Coats, moderate prices, top
quality, at Lucien K. Green & Son
1-tf

ST. GEORGE
Mrs. Fannie Enstedt of St.
George and Criehaven suffered a
very painful fall on an icy road
while returning from a dance at
Matinicus Saturday night. It re
sulted in two broken ribs and mul
tiple abrasions and contusions. The
Coast Guard was called from Rock
land to get a doctor. Mrs. Enstedt
is now somewhat improved. Mr.
and Mrs Enstedt have made their
home at Criehaven the past two
years.

Honor .Mrs. Lovell

Of the 268 World series game to
Miss Rebecca Rcberts'n gave a
delightful New Years tea. honoring date, 54 have been shutouts.
Reserve District No. 1.

Charter No. 13734.

REPORT OF THE CONDITION
-OF THE

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF ROCKLAND

>

In the State of Maine at the Close of Business on
Published in response to call made by Comptroller of

Dec.

30, 1.950.

the Currency

Under Section 5211, U. S. Revised Statutes.
ASSETS

Cash, balances with other banks, including reserve balance and
$1,232^63 56
cash Items in process of collection
2 689.100 63
United States Government obliz .t-ion- diret and guaranteed
249 02ft 15
Obiigations of Stale- and p
divisions ...................................
90 292 25
Other bonds, no es ai
ires ...
Corporate stocks (including $9750 00 stock of Federal Reserve
Bank)
9 750 0C
Loans and Discounts (including $1990 o; urd:ifti i
1.308 840 57
28,399
99
re
a:*d
fixtures
$2,799
99
Bank premises owned $25,600 00 furnitu
Total Assets .......................
LIABILITIES

Demand deposits of individuals, partnerships and corporations
Time deposits of individuals, par.nersh ips and corporations
Deposits of United States Government
Deposits of States and political subdivision'
Deposits of banks
Other deposits (certified and cashier's checks, etc »
Total Deposits .
: M• -

$.2423 230 12
2 760.826 72
6
?
133.774 /I
90.659 58
269 25

Total Llabliitlfcb
CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
Capital Stock:
Common Stock, total par $125,000 00 •
Surplus
.................................
Undivided profits
Reserves (and retirement account for
p.-^ferr d sto k)

Total Capital Accounts

467.732 15

.........................

and

JOSEPH

MRS. HENRY DODGE
Correspondent

Telephone 2214

Tel. Camden 2879

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Manning are
the parents of a daughter, Kath
erine Gail, born at the Camden
Community Hospital
Bill Foxwtll has returned to Yale
University alter spending the holi
days with his mother. Mr. Betty
Foxwell.
Mr. and Mrs. Ora Brown left
yesterdav for several weeks’ visit to
Florida.
Mrs. Margaret Hunter Langen,
Grace Street. Portland, held open
house Sunday afternoon for her
parents, Mr and Mrs Carl Hunter,
in honor of their 35th wedding an
niversary Jan 5. Mrs. Hunter is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Burgess. Mechanic street.
Mr. and Mrs. Hunter were married
in Arlington. Mass , by Rev. Lewis
Walker, Jan. 5. 1916. and have lived
in Portland 32 years Mrs Hunter
attended Searsmont High School
and Rockland Business College. Mr.
Hunter attended school in West
Medway. Mass He is a painter by
trade Besides their daughter, Mr.
and Mrs. Hunter have one grand
daughter. Miss Sheila Langen.
Mrs. Paul Millington entertained
at a coffee Saturday afternoon and
among the guests were several re
cent newcomers to Camden: Mrs.
William McClelinaii. Mrs Richard
Strang. Mrs. Margaret Shea, Mrs
Gilbert Jaeger. Mrs. Robert Rip
pey. Mrs Harold Talbot. Mrs Byron
Ruiter, Mrs. R. S. Swartout and
Mrs Pai Hsiu Wei.
The Auxiliary of Camden Com
munity Hospital will have an allday meeting at the Congregational
Parish House Thursday beginning
at 10 o'clock A liot luncheon will
be served at 12 o'clock.
New officers for the Ladies of the
GAR. elected at their annual
meeting at the Grange Hall Fridaynight are: President, Mrs. Priscilla
Smith. Rockland: senior vice presi
dent, Mrs. Arabelle Leonard, junior
vice president, Mrs. Clara French:
secretary. Mrs May Young; trea
surer. Mrs. Mabel Whyte; chaplain,
Mrs. Louise Walker; patriotic in
structor. Mrs. Louise Dunbar; con
ductress. Mrs. Callie Thompson:
guard. Mrs. Elizabeth Morton: as
sistant guard. Miss Myrtle Haskell:
registrar. Miss Harriet Gill: and
pianist, Mrs Lydia Inman.
Winners at the Meguntieook
Grange whist party. Saturdaynight were Mrs. Merle Jillson of
Rockland, and Mrs. Stella Lenfest,
tieing for first: Mrs. Hannah San
born. second: and Mrs. Thompson
of Rockland, the consolation prize.
Another party next Saturday.
The WSCS of the Methodist
Church will meet with Mrs David
Wooster. Harden avenue, Wednes
day afternoon.
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge will
have a covered dish supper preced
ing their meeting Wednesday night.
Members not solicited are requested
to take sweets.
‘‘Making Your Money Work." a
film descriptive of the New York
Exchange, features the program to
be presented before members of the
Camden Business Men’s Association
at the smoker in their Clubrooms
Wednesday night. Jason Westerfield. of this town, who inaugurated
the Stock Exchange's public rela
tions program, and directed that
department until his retirement
will introduce the film and later
will answer questions. Arrange
ments for the meeting are in
charge of the Association’s officers,
David A. Nichols. Edward P Pres
cott and George H. Heal.
The Camden Outing Club will
have its annual meeting at the Se
lectmen's office Thursday night at
7.30.
There will be a Masonic As
sembly Thursday night. The com
mittee in charge are: Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Hoffses, Mr. and Mrs
Robert Young, and Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Imhoff. These not so
licited are requested to bring sand
wiches.

The Fred A. Norwood Relief
Corps had its installation at tne
Corps Hall Friday night. The Past
President. Mrs. Effie Salisbury
was the installing officer. The of;
ficers installed were: Lillian Sim
onton. president; Vinie Johnson
senior vice president; Nellie Ott.
junior vice president; Stella Sim
onton. secretary; Emma Torrey,
treasurer; Betty Bohndell. conduc
tor; Evelyn Heath, assistant con
ductor; Ellen Bohndell, guard;
Alice Simonton, pres correspon
dent;; color bearers: 1 M delyn
Shalou; 2, Ruth Marsha 1; 3, Shir
ley Brown; 4. Marion Weidr.an:
patriotic instructor, Anne Young;
Thelma Stone, musician At the
conclusion of the installation,
president, Lillian Simonton pre
sented a gift to Mrs Salisbury for
services. Elizabeth Bohndell pre
sented Lillian Simonton with a gift
from the officers. Mrs. Emma Tor
rey presented the president s “badge
to Lillian Simonton. The program
which followed consisted of: A
piano solo. "The Tennessee Waltz '
by Sylvia Brackett: a reading.
'Sweet Day Of Rest" by Vinie
Johnson with "Nothing Makes
Nothing ' as an encore: piano solo,
"Missouri Waltz" by Lorraine Dow;
tap dance by Nancy Brackett, ac
companied on the piano by Lor
raine Dow; two accordion solos by
Joan Norwood; an original poem
entitled "Our Corps" written and
read by Lillian Simonton (this was
about the officers and members i;
a reading, "The Inventor’s Wife"
by Stella Simonton; Lillian Sim
onton presented Nellie Ott, with a
five-year bar which makes 30
years' membership in the Corps;
to conclude, a former musician of
the Corps. Florence Knight, played
a medley of old favorites on the
piano.
Mrs. Minnie Wall was
chairman of the entertainment.
Refreshments
of
sandwiches,
punch, and cookies were served.
Madelyn Sha'ou and Evelyn Heath
assisted by Anne Young and Betty
Bohndell were on the refreshment
committee. There will be a regular
meeting of the Corps again next
Friday.
Mr. and Mrs Lawrence LeVasseur and children Judy and Wayne
of Bangor were week-end guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hall and
daughter Marlene at their home
on Limerock street.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Kennedy
and children, Maurice, Leona, and
Madelyn, left for Bath Sunday to
make their future home there.
The Johnson Society will meet
at the home of Miss Marion Weid
man, Russell avenue. Wednesday.
The Wesleyan Guild will meet at
the home of Mrs Harry Compton.
Pascal avenue Wednesday night.
There will be a basketball game
at the gym Tuesday night. Rock
port vs. Appleton.
Mrs. Vernon Kenney, who has
been a patient at Knox Hospital,
returned to her home on Church
street Sunday afternoon.
Mr and Mrs. Maurice Miller and
children of Rockland, were dinner
guests at the home of Mr. and Mrs
Janies Miller. Mechanic street. Sun
day.
Miss Lois Burns and John Mi'.ton
of Bath were week-end guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Barrcws and
family on Union street. Miss Lois
Bums entered the Camden Com
munity Hospital Sunday afternoon
and was operated on Monday
morning.
Thimble Club will meet at the

Arlene's Beauty Salon will be
closed until Jan 15. Appointments
may be made by calling Camden
2610 or Camden 8010.
4-5
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Capital Accounts
$5.587 475 15
MEMO ’<ANDA
Assets pledged or aasigned to secure liabilities and for other pur
p'.selawins as shown above are after deduction of reserves of
24 359 30
State of Maine County of Knox, as
I. Jos Query Cashier of the above named bank do solemnly swear that
the above statement is true to the be*,t of my knowledge
tveilef
JOS EMERY, Cashier
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 6th day of January. 1951
Christy C Adams. Notary Public
Correct Attest:
[Be*!
HAROLD S LEACH
KENNEDY CRANE,

Total Liabilities

MISS HELEN M. RICH
Correspondent

$125,000 00
250 000 00

19 645 64

W

ROBINSON
Directors.

ROCKPORT

New Buiek Special Is Nation’s Newest Cai

“YOU SAID IT”

Other Liabilities
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GAME PARTY
Every Tuesday Night
Minimum Prize $2.50
SPECIAL GAMES
Two Cents a Card.

WILLI AMS-BRAZIER POST
NO. 37
Thomaston Nat l Bank Building
1-T-tf

STYLE-LEADER and pacemaker of (he I
line is this four-door six-passenger Special,
40, sedan. Representative of the entire Spe
which Ls completely new this year from ste
this car has a new chassis, a new body,
end, new sweepspear molding, new trim,
fender and hood ornaments. Its re-styled f<
flow backward through the doors in a gran

which is paralleled and accentuated by the brilliant
sweepspear which runs the length of the car. Tlie
unique Buiek front end. entirely re-designed for 1951,
is more distinctive than ever. For the first time,
Buicks powerful F-263 engine is offered in the Special
Series, delivering 128 horsepower with Dvnaflow
Drive, and 120 horsepower with Synchro-Mesh trans
mission. Wheelbase of this model is 121*2 inches.'

MARCH OF DIMES CAMPAIGN
Coffee Given By Camden Chairman-—Mrs.
Dumont Tells Of Wants
Mrs Ray O Worthen, Camden
chairman of Du- March of Dimes
in Knox County, held a coflee at
her home on Eaton avenue Thurs
day which was attended by 40
women heads of the various or
ganizations in town A sugar plum
tree sprouting dimes was the focal
point of the decorations of the
decorations of the buffet table.
Co-hostesses with Mrs. Worthen
were Mrs. Paul Millington, Mrs.
Russell Hall, Mrs Thomas French,
Jr., and Mrs. Lewis Cucinotta.
Mrs. Harold Dumont of Skow
hegan. Maine's Director of Women's
Activities for the National Founda
tion for Infantile Paralysis, was
the guest of honor and speaker.
Other out of town guests were Mrs.j
Oliver Holden. Rockland March of I
Dimes chairman, and Mrs. Russell
Upham, chairman for Rockport.
Mrs. Dumont, in talking to the
group, said that there had been an
alarming increase in polio cases
throughout thc nation the past I
three years, tliat more than 100.000
cases had been reported through
1948, 1949, and 1950 which was
more than te total number during
the preceding 10 years of 1938-48
She said that carry-over cases
had placed an additional burden on
the 2800 chapters of NFIP in the
country. In 1950 there were 54,000
cases cared for, 30,000 new cases
and 24.000 carry-over cases, at a
total cost of <25,000.000, and
55.000.003 of this total remains as a
deficit because there is no money
at the Foundation which can be
advanced to chapters to pay these
bills.
Mrs. Dumont stated that Knox
County Chapter is in a serious fi
nancial condition, with more than
54.000 in unpaid hospital bills for
its polio patients, that the State
of Maine Chapter, as a whole, is
over $60,000 in debt.
She ended by urging all women
to volunteer their hands and hearts,
saying that women are closer to the
problem of polio and have a keener
realization of the work needed.
In a discussion of Camden's par
ticipation in the March of Dimes
Campaign, it was decided, first of
all, that this town would adopt a
plan that was first started in
Phoenix. Arizona, and has become
an effective part of the campaign
in every state. This plan is that
on the night of Jan. 31, between
the hours of 7 and 8. every hou'p-

holder who wishes to contribute to
the March of Dimes, will turn on
his porch light to welcome a soli
citor.
Other projects for Camden dur
ing the peri'id from Jan. 15 to 31
will be a Puppet Show for children
and the selling of a <50.00 war
bond through individual tickets.
Details about the bond may be ob
tained at the Village Shop or from
any of the women present at Mrs.
Worthen’s Coffee, who were, in ad
dition to those named above, Mrs.
Fred Powers. Mrs Herbert Inman,
Mrs. Adin Hopkins, Mrs. Ruth
Perry. Mrs. Brampton Parker, Mrs.
Druscilla Talbot. Mrs. Bernard Learge, Mrs. Emily Jagels. Mrs.
Thomas McKay. Mrs. Hazel B Joy,
Mrs. Charles E Lord. Mrs C. P
Brown, Mrs. Marion Gray, Mrs.
Rose Reed, Mrs. Rose Leo. Miss
Pauline Leo. Mrs. Dorothy Morong,
Mrs Urban Dougherty, Mrs. Ken
neth Herrick, Mrs. Barbara Haining, Mrs. John Beloin and Mrs. John
McAuliffe.
Clinton Lunt very kindly ran the
moving picture machine to show
the film about polio.

On Cascade Alley
Wheel Of Fortune Shows
Several Changes In the
League Standing

Due to the Christmas holidays
only one match was bowled on the
Cascade Alleys Christmas week and
this match saw the rejuvenated
Worms come up another notch to
tie with the Pirates, whom they
defeated.
The Pirates got away to a very
bad start, a 388 string in the first,
which the statisticians claim is the
lowest team single for the season.
In the next two however they
climbed up hill getting better each
string but they could not overcome
the big handicap of 88 pins in that
first string.
On the other hand the Worms
bowled their best string first, a nice
478 due in big measure to Joe Nel
son's sweet 120 string, but in the
next two they slid downhill, but
not so much that they lost out.
Peterson, bowling against Nelson,
was 41 pins down, but as he
climbed. Joe fell and Pete was the
winner by four pins.
Worms—Grimes 240, Rae 266.
Mills 262, Nelson, for Sanborn. 271,
Wymie 289, total 1328.
Pirates--Bickford 218. Loveless
254. Anderson 251, Peterson 275,
Shields 282. total 1280
• • • •
QUALrry
It Was ‘'No Soap"
New Years Day saw the Ducks
trying to start the New Year right
by trimming the Ganders, but as
usual it was no soap and the
Ganders walked off with another
>>asv victory. However if the Ducks
had been in better bowling form
they might easily have won from
thc Ganders for they turned in one
of the lowest totals this season,
but the Ducks simply did not have
what it takes and in consequence
CUT JHAT
they took another beating.
This match saw the end of one
part of the bowling season for this
ATTIC INSULATION league as each team had bowled
nine games and the Ganders had
proved so good they had no compe
tition. and the boys were resolved
to do something about it.
BAY VIEW ST..
TEL. 478
Standings at the end of this
CAMDEN. ME.
nine match set were as follows
Ganders—McDonald 211, Young

257. H Arey 269, Poole 262, Goose
273. total J272.
Ducks—Miller 238, Kalloch 232,
Drew 263, Peterson 264. Haskell 254,
total. 1251
• • • •
Wednesday night saw a regular
I own meeting being held in the
Bowling Alley with the members of
the four teams trying to find some
solution to their problem of evening
up the teams. With Captain Grimes
acting as Moderator, and the con
stable just outside the door to take
over if tilings got out of hand, the
arguments waxed fast and furious.
It was finally decided and voted
by a majority that Poole, one of
the best, be taken from the
Ganders, and swapped with Kal
loch. one of the worst from the
Ducks. It was argued that the Pi
rates and the Worms were pretty
well matched as is. being tied as to
games won. and it was hoped that
this simple move would make all
teams more equal in bowling
strength.
It was done however only over
the loud wails of anguish of some
of the Ganders, who naturally
enough couldn't see any sense in
wrecking a winning aggregation.
Only time will tell how the scheme
will work out, but if it doesn’t, the
constitution of the league allows
another shift of strength, even if
the constitution of some of the
bowlers won’t stand for it.
It was also agreed that the point
system be used in scoring, which
while it makes some team feel bet
ter by winning a point or two,
seldom makes much difference in
final results. After the smoke and
hot air had cleared away the worms
and the Ducks squared off for a
match, and the Poole shift showed
to advantage right away.
Although the Ducks were unable
to win the match they turned in
one of their best scores and lost
only because Captain Wymie had
his bowling boots on and turned in
a sweet 305 total to spark his team
to victory. Events in the City
League wil! be watched with con
siderable interest in this next phase
of the season's schedule to see how
the A P S. i After Poole Shift)
works out.
Worms- -Grimes 215, Rae 284,
Mills 276, Sanborn 253, Wymie 305,
total 1333.
Ducks—Bickford. for Miller, 245,
Drew 254. Nelson 249, Poole 280.
Ducky 294 total 1322.
• • • •
The league Standing

Ganders,
Pirates,
Worms,
Ducks,

W.
8
4
4
2

L'l
1

PARK
TUES.-WED.-THURS.
DOUBLE FEATURE

5

5

7

The Whole Blazing Stori
of the Tri-State Gang

home of Mrs. Louise Cavanaugh
on West street Wednesday.

WEST WASHINGTON
Mr. nd Mrs. Clyde Billings and
children have moved to their home
at Stickney Corner.
Ml. and Mrs. Maynard Marriner
Sunday ol Mr. and Mrs. Alton
of Searsmont were dinner guests
Wellman.
Mr. and Mrs Joe Saffey of North
Grafton. Mass., were New Years
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Irving Pow
ell.
Mr and Mrs. Morris Powell and
daughter Pamela
were dinner
gue- t Sunday ol Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Powell at Stickney Corner.
Mi-ses Esther and Elaine Well
man were holiday guests of their >•
mother Mrs. carl Cargill in Wind
sor.
Sanford Jones of South Hope
called on Cleo Bartlett and his
uncle, Alton Wellman Wednesday.
A New Years party was held at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Archie
Hibbert on Sunday night. There
were guests
from Somerville,
Whitefield, Jefferson and Washing
ton. Refreshments were served and
program of music and songs, music ,
by Frank Hisler on his aceordian. '
Mrs. Leigh Powell helped Mrs.
Hibbert serve refreshments.

TENANT'S HARBOR
Special Church Services
Beginning Sunday, Jan. 7, at the
Tenants Harbor Baptist Church
there will be a series of special
meetings ba-< d on the general sub
ject of Prayer and Revival. At the
10.30 service Rev. James Kreutter
of the Conservative Baptist Mision Society will bring the message.
The 7 p. m. service will be de
voted to Gospel Missionary work in
the Belgian Congo. Africa. Both
Rev and Mrs, Kreutter will be par
ticipating in the meeting, showing
pictures of the mission field.
The services during the week will
be at 7 p. m. eaoh night at the
Harbor Church, with the exception
of Thui day. when the service will
be at the Port Clyde Baptist'»
Church with Rev. David Dunkin of
Vassalboio speaker. Tuesday night
the :uest speaker will be Rev. Ce
cil Temple of the Advent Christian
Church of Port Clyde.

Korea has 10 better than ave
rage harbors and 27 secondary ones.

The population of Buenos Aires
Argntina. is 3.0C0.371.

Now to relieve
dist ress without
dosing, rub on...

>STRAM 3
TELEPHONE

Q9?

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

There are 12.500 practicing for- |
esters in the United States.
Dogs' vision Ls less sharp than '
thTT of men.

L UM ff

FUEL felLL WITH

PACKARD’S

WALDO TffiE
WALDOBORO—TEL. 1W
Every Evening at 8.00. Matinees
Saturday at 2.00. Sunday at 3.00.

STEVE COCHRAN VBHWGRET-GABYANDRE
Mmoov ANDREW STONE
Also

TITS -WFD.-THURS.
JANUARY 9-10-11
Davit Brian, John Agar in
“BREAKTHROUGH"

CAMDEN THEATRE

In the untamed
land of loggers

w

mW

Shows at 2.00—7.00—9.00
ENDS TODAY

‘•PETTY GIRL”

NEWS—CARTOON

STARTS THURSDAY
r TTM
—- - POWER American
mckuk
PRELIE GUerriua

WED.-THURS., JAN. 10-11
Robert Walker, Joan Leslie

In the Funniest Comedy
About Home Sweet Home

"THE SKIPPER
SURPRISED HIS WIFE”

STOWS BYINGTON • P*Ui STCW'.RI
A DORf 7CHART ftmaMM
ProdutM Py ROBI’T SPARKS•D.reclid 0y ROBERT SUvINSO*
k'wegtay by I RANK FCNTCft

Shows at. 6.25 and 7.45

(No

Weekday Matinees)

/ Colo,

THE PHILIPPINES
£ofoT

a

Pape fecfiT*

RuCi ianu Cutifief-GdZ£tt6, lufisday, JdHUdf^b^ Ia5*l

iuesdety-Thursddy-SdiuT 3a}

THEY KEPT OPEN HOUSE

Warren Couple Feted

Has New Officers

Engaged

i ( Health Portal

—. ...................

Peabody Silver Anniversary Catholic Women’s Club In
stalls—Activities Planned
The Harold Huppers Greet 30G Weil Wishers
Satnrriav Fvpninn
Saturday Evening
—Committees Named
Judith Ann Athearn celebrated
her eighth birthday Friday after
school by entertaining a group of
*r friends at. a supper party at
er home on Maverick street. Judy
received many nice gifts. Children
attending were Patricia Graves.
Mary Graisbany. I.inda Fales,
Ricky and James Peterson, and
Joan Clifford. Judy's mother, Mrs.
Maurice Carroll, entertained Mrs.
Cobb Peterson, Mrs Woodbury
Fales, Mrs. Lloyd Oxtcn and Mrs.
Donald Clifford. Judy had three
birthday cakes, made by her grand
mother Mrs. IJoyd Oxton. Mrs.
iluth Moore, and her mother.

i

Mrs. Myron Young motored her
daughter. Miss Barbara Young,
R. N., to Newport Sunday. wh»re
she joined Mbs Elizabeth Merrow
R N, and Miss Lorraine Clement.
I R N. The three nurses continued
i to Boston by automobile and then
by bus to Miami. Fla., where they
will be employed for the Winter
SMr.s. John J. Kane returned to
Lynn, Mass., yesterday after -pend
ing three weeks with her parents
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Cock

Mrs. Walter Dodge is the guest of
Mrs Irving Pettengill in Portland
this week, whi’.e on vacation from
Senter-Crane's.
Arthur Dean of 134 Broadway.
Ls a surgical patient at Knox Hos
pital.

Mrs. Carrie Brown has returned
from Chappaqua. N. Y. after
spending the holidays with Mr.
and Mrs. Nelson Rokes and family.
Opportunity Class of the First
Baptist Church met Thursday
night with Mrs. Bernice Leach.
Due to illness Mrs. Maud Tibbetts
was unable to entertain as original
ly planned. Twenty members were
present. Twenty-nine calls were
reported on sick and shut-ins. and
22 Christmas cheer baskets were
given out. Mrs. Marion Lindsey,
program chairman presented read
ings by Mrs. Anna Brazier, Mrs.
Alice Killer and Mrs. Clara Emery.
Quiz games were also enjoyed Re
freshments were served by the hos
tesses. Mrs. Elizabeth Davis, Mrs.
Beulah Wotton and Mrs. Anna
Brazier.

Edwin Libby Relief Corps will
Knox Hospital Alumnae Associa meet Thursday at 730. Meeting
tion will meet tonight at 7 o'clock preceded by supper, also after
at the Bok Home.
noon sewing on quilts.
Mr. and Mrs. Foster Farrell and
The Daughters of St. Bernard's
will hold a special meeting tonight Mr. and Mrs. Donald Morang
were overnight guests Thursday ol
at 7.30 in the Parish Hall
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Call, South
^Mrs. Helena Ramsdell lias re
Portland. Friday accompanied b.v
turned home alter spending several Mrs. Call they motored to Boston
days with her daughter and son- where they attended the Icein-law, Mr and Mrs. Henry Zieke Capades at the Boston Garden
in Windsor Locks, Conn
They returned home Saturday.

At the installation of Anderson
Auxiliary to the Sons of Union
Veterans Eliza Plummer was in
stalled as patriotic instructor, an
office which she has so ably filled
for a number of years.
^Friends in Council of Camden

presented a very fine program to
a large group of club women and
interested guests Thursday after
noon at the Congregational Parish
House. The program consisted of
a film on Cancer and a panel dis
cussion. The participants in the
interesting and informative panel
discussion were: Mrs Gilbert Loebs
of Waterville, president of the
[Maine Federation of Women’s
FClubs. Dr. C Harold Jameson of
Camden. Dr. Irving I. Good of
Waterville and Miss Mary Leo
Methebesec Club members attend
ing were: Mrs. Gladyse Burns Mrs.
Orissa Merritt, Mrs Angie Kimball.
Mrs Mildred Havener. Mrs. Wini
fred Proctor, Mrs. Laura Maxey,
| Mrs. Mary Avery, Miss Edith Bick| nil, Mrs. Irene Walker. Mrs
Maude Blodgett, Mrs. Ruth Albee.
| Mrs. Ruth Teel. Mrs. Reita Holden.

!

/The

---

Albert H. Newbert AssociaI tion met in Temple Hall with 39
I members present. A covered-dish
I supper was served b.v Mr.-. George
I Bean. Mrs Alan Borgerson. Mrs
I Golden Munro and Mrs. Robert
I Pendleton. Present, in addition to
I the above: Mrs. Nellie Dow. Mrs.
I Millie
Thomas, Miss Katherine
I Veazie,
Mrs. Matie Spaulding.
I Ralph Clark. Mr. and Mrs. H P
IjSdgett, Mr. and Mrs. Walter
I Dimiek. Mr. and
Henry JorI dan, Mr. and Mrs Leroy Chatto,
I Robert Pendleton. Mr and Mrs
I Benjamin Philbrook. Mr. and Mrs.
I Herman Winchenbaugh. Mr. and
I Mrs. Geo. Gay. Mr. and Mrs. RayI mond Watts. Mr and Mrs Richard
I Havener, Mr. and
Mrs. James
I Pease, Mr. and Mrs Edward Gonia.
I Mr and Mrs. Wesley Knight, Mr.
I and Mrs Geo. L. St. Clair. Mr. and
Frank Maxey and Allan BorI gerson.
Housekeepers appointed
I for the annual meeting. Feb: 2 Mrs.
Leroy Chatto. Mrs. Ri hard Haven
er Mrs. Herman Winchenbaugh.
Mrs. James Pease

Me.

I

Tlie Diligent Dames will meet
in the vestry of the Congregational
Church Thursday at 2.30. Mrs. I
Ker.neth Lord and Mrs. Fred '
j
Farnsworth hostesses.

Allan Raymond Hyland celebrat. ,
ed bis tenth b.rthday Monday by- |
entertaining friends at his home on
Lake avenue. Games were played,
winners of the peanut hunt and
balloon blowing contest being Don
na Noyes and Lee Gamage. Re
freshments included a birthdaycake. Allan received many nice
gifts. Those invited were KennyMarsh, Donna, Sylvia and Gloria
Noyes, Lee, Wayne and Seth Gamage and Allan's little brother Mi
chael.

Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Call and
daughter Jeanne moiored to Port
land Saturday where they were
guests for the day of Mrs. Call’s
sister and brother-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs. Sidney Coy. They were over
night guests Saturday of their
-on and daughter-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Call in South Port
land, returning home Sunday
night.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Berry
leave this week for Florida which
State they intend to tour this
season by easy stages.
Jack Kingsley is a patient at
Knox Hospital, where an operation
is to be performed.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Bridges
of Swans Island are at The Thorn
dike Hotel for the balance of the
Winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Kelley B. Crie
left Fr,day for their annual Winter
sojourn at Palm Springs. They
w< re accompanied by Mr. and
Mrs. Hiram Crie who have been
their guests the past fortnight, and
who make their home in Florida.
Capt. and Mrs. John G. Snow
were called to Bucksport Sunday
by the sudden death of Mrs. Snow's
brother-in-law. William C. Dins
more. Funeral services will be held
today from the residence. Burial in
Machiasport on Wednesday.

Mr. and Mrs. Knott C. Rankin
see the latest styles in Furs and
had as dinner guests SaturdayCloth Coats, numerate prices, top
quality, at Lucien K Green & Son. night Capt. and Mrs. Nathan W
1-tf Bard of Spruce Head, Col. and Mrs.
Seward L. Mains, South Thomas
ton. Gen. and Mrs. Kenneth P
Lord and Mr. and Mrs. Putnam
P Bieknell.

* She’s So Lovely

•a
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Yes, she's lovelier than ever
. . , and it’s all due to her
healthy, skillfully rut and set
hair . . • done right here by our

experts.

TEL. 142

GILBERT’S
BEAUTY SALON
Helen Oldis Knight. Prop.

175 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.

The Women's Missionary Society
of the L ttlefield Memorial Church
will hold an all-day session in the
vestry Thursday beginning at 10
o'clock, with Mrs. Annie Dorman
acting as hostess, it is requested
that each one bring used clothing
for the Mather School and come
prepared to sew.

On Silver Anniversary

Mr and Mrs. Lealand Pea
body. married Jan 6 1926. were
i
given an open hou'e and anniver
sary party Saturday evening, with
60 in attendance.
Hou.-e decorations featured silver
wedding bells, and centre piece of
the buffet table was the four tier
anniversary cake made by Mrs.
Dyson Jameson, sister of Mr. Pea
body, which was flanked by four
tai; white tapers in early American
glass candle sticks. Mrs. Peabody's
corsage of pink rosebuds, was the
gift of Mrs. Oliver Peabody, his
mother.
Music during the evening was
furnished b.v Bob Randall and
Slim Warren, guitars and vocalists.
Mrs. Clifford Overlock, the pianc.
and with Mrs. Charles Overlock,
Mrs. Marion Snow
and Mrs. Wayne Starreti, vocal so
loists.
The new officers of the Catholic
Mr and Mrs. Peabody received a Women's Club. Mrs. Marion Snow
purse from relatives, neighbors and
president; Miss Helen Bums, vice
friends, and several pieces of silpresident. Mrs. Dorothy Lowell,
. ver.
Sec..
MLss Maureen Burns treas
Refreshments were served b.v the
following, the anniversary cake, urer. Mrs. Florence McCarty, chap
cut b.v Miss Alice Luce of Waldo lain. plan activities for a threeboro; and the punch, by Mrs. Har month period.
old Wotton Mrs Jennie Kenniston
Duiing January, there will be
•and Mi
Elmer Watts. Assisting a series of card parties for the or
also with the affair, was Albert gan fund, held in the hemes of va
Overlook
rious members. A rummage sale is
Party arrangements were made planned for Feb 17 and a Parish
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hopper
by Mr- Dyson Jameson, Mrs. Jen- Party will be held Mar li 17 in HuOiM’ii House for 300 guests was Harold BI: k. Mrs Wiliam Whbm ■ nle Kenniston and Mrs. Arthur Parish Hall.
Tlie following committees were
held by Mr. and Mrs Harold Hup Mrs W A Simmons. Mrs Norman ’ Starrett. Albert Norwood had the
. guest book.
formed at tlie January meeting.
per Sunday afternoon and evening Martin. Mrs William Copk. Mr
Mrs Peabody Ls the daughter of
Trustees—Carrie Thompson. Feli
Wendell \V or M: H. A Harris.
at their home in Martinsville in
Mr.- Hayti, ud Harjier. Mrs Evcret. Ul«* late Mr. and Mrs. John L. Fhill- cia Dodge. Regina Chisholm.
spite of inclement weather. The Torrey, Miss Edith Murray, Mrs. erton of this town, and is employed
Ways and Means—Eileen Do
couple were married at Tenant’s Fred Ho iper. Jacky Hupper. Wal I in the finish department of the; herty. chairman: Maureen Burns,
Harbor by R v. Perley Miller 25 lace Watt . E.erett Torrey and Georges River Mill
Gertrude Fitzgerald. Marion Snow
Mr. Peabody, a carpenter, ls the Emily Murray. Iziretta St. Peter,
years ago, and have always resid Donald Orff
ed there. Mr. Hupper is a plumber.
Mr and Mr.- Hupper were as- on of Mrs Olive Peabody ol this Clorida Miller. Arlene Anderson.
and Mrs. Hupper a poultry raiser. si-'t d in riceuinr by her sister. ! town and Rockland, and the late
Charity—Helen Bunn, chairman; I
They are both active in local and Mr Cecil Andr-vv . Ce il Andrews Arthur Peabody of Warren. Both Noela Simmons, Agnes Rogers.
County organizations
and S.ur.my Andrew s of Portland Mr and Mr.-. Peabody are members Kathryn Mullin. Ann Carini, Flor
Mrs. Arnold Stanley and Mrs.
The spacious living room was.
^e Baptist Church of Warren, ence McCarty, Pearl Conradson.
Henry Lowell cut the cakes, there tester illy decorated with silver Mr Peabody he’d the office of tax Leonise Delano. Lizzie Baker.
were two enormous ones made by bells, white satin and silver rio- collector here in Warren in 1926.
War Relief Activities—Dorottv
these ladies. Punch, coffee, sand bons against a background cf house
They were married a; a double Lowell, chairman; Exxy Perry. El
wedding, Jan. 6. 1926. which was len Brazier. Margaret Margeson.
wiches and ice cream were served plants and cut flowers.
by Mrs. Dwinal Stanley. Miss Mari
The. gifts were numerous and held at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ann Richmond. Lenv Naum, Julia
lyn Hupjrer, Mrs Elmer Tibbetts, beautiful, among them a purse of Nathan Leach, Vaughn's Neck, Escorsio
Mrs. Wallace Watts. Mrs. W. silver dollars from the Community Warren. The other couple was Mr.
Visiting—Mary Derby, chairman;
Sherwood Cook. Mrs. Leland Low and a cor.-.ge of doiar bills from and Mrs. Loring Orff. Mrs. Orff Kathleen Duff. Mary Brown. Mary
ell, Mrs. Clarence Hupper, Mrs. the Port C'-dt friends.
the daughter cf Mr. and Mrs. Gatti, Lydia Saucier.
___________________ Leach. Both were double ring cerMusical — Jane Foley. Cecelia
Mr. .ind Mr: Warren Hili. Dr and . pnwnif'' Performed by the Rev. H. Beaudoin.
Since its re-organization by the
Mrs. Da.il Hodgkins, Mr and M. Purrington, then pastor of the
Mrs Lendon Jackson. Mr. and Mrs. Baptist Church Mr. and Mrs. Pea chaplain. Rev. Charles F. Bennett.
Enjoy a Fish Supper: Arnold Ted Ladd. Mr. and Mrs. Robert body have two sons, Eugene, and The Catholic Women’s Club has
become one of the outstanding
McKennev’s Illustrated
Lindquist, Mr. ar.d Mrs. Arnold Norman of this town.
Catholic groups in the State and
Among
the
out
of
town
guest
preEddie
McKenney.
M
ar.d
Mrs
Talk
Mayo Mi and Mr . Charier Mon •ent Saturday night, were Mrs. Ol is sure to continue successfully, un
Thirty-three couples enjoyed a teith. Mr. and Mrs. Vance Norton, ive Peabody of Rockiand.
der the capable leadership of the
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Ludwig. Miss president. Mrs. Marion Snow and
fish chowder supper at the meeting Mr and Mr, Ra?ph Post. Mr. and
of the Kupples Klub of the Con- Mrs. Jaae- Roach. Mr and Mrs. Alice Luce. Mrs. Julia Glidden and her fine slate of officers.
gregaticnal Church Friday- night. Erwin Spear.' Dr. and Mrs. Wesley Miss Pauline Hunt of North Waldo
boro and Mrs Edna Achorn of Wal Lord gave an interesting paper en
The committee consisted of: Mr. Wasgatt.
doboro.
titled.
Famous People I Have
and Mrs. Edwin Webber, chairmen,
Known.'' Mrs. Lord interspersed her
PORT CLYDE
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Gamache. Mr.
reading with amusing anacdotes.
On Thursday evening, Jan.
La
and Mrs. Vance Norton, Mr and
The second speaker was Lt. Com
Mrs. Erwin Spear. Mr. and Mrs. in a o.e.i n and impressive seiLady Knox Chapter. D.A.R. met mander Jasper Akers who related
Edward Mayo. Mr. and Mrs. Har-i vjce beiorc 100 or mor people in | ye tir.iay at the home of Mrs. experiences in the United States
old Burgess. Mr and Mrs. James lhe port Clyde Advent Christian Cha as Merritt, Pleasant street 1 Navy during World War Two. He
Roach, and Mi and Mrs. I.eland Church, Cecil W. Temple was in wi ll 1- members pre-ent.
'prefaced his talk bv announcing
Drinkwater.
stalled a Pa tor and Kenneth Da.
Afar the usual business was ■ that his naval career began at the
Group singing was led by How vis of Port Clyde and Richmond. tian-acted the .ue.sts for the after! age of 17. At the request of the
ard Crcoket! with Mrs. Doris Lind Va.. was ordained to the Christian l.oou were p.e-enled. Mrs. Kenneth
members Lt. Com. Akers explained
quist at the keyboaid. This was Ministry b.v the officers of the
| the medals which adorned his uni
followed by the presentation of Maine State
Advent Christian serv in. Mr-. Douglas Anderson form: The Bronze Star. Good Con
colored slides by Arnold McKen Conference.
sang a solo during the service.
duct, Second Nicaraguan Cam
ney. The scenes were taken byFriends attended from Tenant's paign, National Defense. American
Taking part in the service were
Mr. McKenney during the Sum Pastor J. P C Johnson, of Water-) Harbor, Friendship, Cushing and
Theatre. Asiatic Pacific Theatre,
mer of 1959 when he went to Boul
ville President oi the Conference, Augusta.
Victory Medal and the Chinese
der City, Colo., to attend Summer
The Rev. Mr Davis, son of Mr. Government Medal presented him
Pastor W. II Brusby of Banger,
sessions. Mr. McKenney’s lovelyVice President. Pa-tor Temple, nd Mrs. Foire.st L. Davis, left for his services as instructor in
pictures and interesting comments
Secretary. P. -tor H N Hayworth Friday afternoon to take up his du. the navy. This beautiful handwere much enjoyed by the group
of Mechanic Falls, Pastor A B. lies as pastor of a Church in carved medal is comparable to our
present.
Northrup of Crouseville and Pas- Richmond. Va.
Legion of Merit.
Co-presidents Dr and Mr.-. Dave
tor G F Story of Bridgton, memStanley Leighton who had em
Refreshments were served by the
Hodgkins presided at the business
ber; of the Ministerial Commit- ploy ment in Connecticut has ar- hostess. Mrs. Merritt, the assist
meeting whin th“ following offi
tee. Pastor Earl Hunt of the local lived home.
ing hostesses being Mrs. Harry
cers were elected: Co-presidents.
Bapti t Church. Pa tor E. E PendMr-. Alma Heal received over Levenseler, Mrs. Raymond Watts,
Mr. and Mrs Ralph Cowan; co
er of the A. C. Church in Friend- 200 Christmas cards,
Mr Arthur Haines. Mr- Nathan
vice presidents. Mr and Mrs. Rich
ship and Finer John Holman of
Clarence Thompson is building a Cobb. Mrs. Howard Proctor and
ard French: co-secretaries. Mr and
Port Clyde, also participated in the new boat.
Mrs. Harold Kari.
Mrs. Robert Anderson, and cotreasurers. Mr. and Mrs. William
Butler.
The following attended: Mr and
Mrs. Robert Anderson. Mr. and
Mrs. Waiter Barstow, Mr. and Mrs.
Everett Baum. Mr. and Mrs Har
old Burgess. Mr and Mrs. Dave
Buchanan, Mr. and Mrs. A. H
Boothby. Mr. and Mrs. Louis Cates,
Mr. and Mrs Howard Crockett,
Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Crozier. Mr.
and Mrs. William Dean. Mr and
Mrs Leland Drinkwater. Mr. and
Mrs Ernest Edwards. Mr. and Mrs.
S. L. Eurenius. Mr. and Mrs Har
old Folsom, Mr and Mrs. Sam
Gamache. Mr
and Mrs. Fred
Harden, Jr, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Harden. Sr., Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Harden Mr and Mrs. Don Haskell,
Mr. and Mrs Geoffrey Hemphill,

The Kupples Klub

2dy Knox Chapter

New OfficersgFor Catholic Women

MID-SEASON SALE

Dresses, Blouses, Coats
A Few Skirts, Hats

WENTWORTH SHOP
18 MAIN ST..

TEL. 639.

CAMDEN. ME.

Tlie officers wlio will lead the Daughters of St. Birnard’s during 1951 were installed at the annual
banquet of the church group at the Hotel Rockland last Tuesday night. Mrs. Dorinda Coughlin, the retir
ing pre id,-nt - as guest of honor at thr banquet and meeting which followed. The new officers, left to right
are: Ms. Cl’nton Robinson, vice president; Mrs. Bernard Winchenbaugh. secretary: Mrs. Domenic Cuceinelln, president; Miss Margaret Adams, treasurer an I Mrs. Herman Carr, chaplain.
left to right are: Mrs. ( linton Robinson, vice president; Mrs.
Bernard
Win< henliaugh, secretary;

Mrs

MLss Pliyliis M. DeLcng. 11 East
Newton street. Boston. Mass., came
to Ro’k and to b gin working in
the Laboratory. under Walter
■
?
Loker H I .
,t student technician
Miss Eldie l.u ia MacDonald
receivin. her practical training
Miss Delxing expects to be let,
Mr and Mrs Golden A. Macabout two montlis.
Dunald of North Haven announces
KCGH
Miss Margaret Olive, had joined the engagement of their daughter.
the staff as of Jan 1 having com Eldie Luii to Richard D Wall.
pleted her two months' practical ■>n of Mr and Mrs Albert J. Wall
training under. Mr. Loker. as a o: North Long Ave.. Chicago. Ill.
laboratory technician.
Mix- MacDonald graduated from
KCGH
North Haven High School, class
Dr. Brooks Ryder, director of
o: 49. and was an honor student in
Pratt Diagnostic Hopital. and
the graduating class of Wilfred
Bingham Association Fund, stopped
Academv. B ston. Mass. 1950. Mr.
by to visit the Laboratory and
Wall attended schools in Chicago
x-ray department
Dr. All nso
and is at present employed by
Ramirez, from South America is
Chicago Transportation Co.
visiting in the Statis. and taking a
course at Columbia in Pathology.
Mr. Bur-ell, is in the ctite Publi
Health Department of Illinois, the-e
two men, interested in hospitals in Presented American Folk
Maine, accompanied Dr Ryder, oi.
Songs At the P. T. A.
his field trip.

Mrs. Viik’s Class
Meeting

KCOH

Tlie Girl Scouts have volunteered
to help distribute booklets through
out Rockland, explaining the Maine
Hospital- Financial Crisis, and the
reason for seeking more aid from
the State for the indigent a-eMajor Blied secured rveial signature.s in the past week. Booklet
have been left in the various drug
stores in Rockland and Thomas
ton. The Medical Staff has been
most co-operative and helped dis
tribute among the v arious business
clubs in town.
We are deeply
grateful to all groups who have
assisted the hospital in this pro
gram.
—KCGH -

The Knox Hospital Auxiliary met
Tuesday with 65 members present.
Mrs Southard reported that mere
than ICO articles had been made
for the hospital in November and
December. Mrs Folta thanked the
Auxiliary for the Christmas place
cards made for the patients' trays,
and for the gifts given to each
ward patient.
She also spoke
briefly on the program of the
Miine Hospital Association to se
cure more adequate State Aid to
meet the financial crisis that all
hospitals are facing.
Mrs Small, chairman, of the
Ways Means announced the date
of the annual Silver Tea is to be
Feb. 13.
Mrs George Bean and Mrs. Al
fred Fredette were hostesses: Mrs.
Francis Pearson and Mrs. Charles
Monteith presided over a beautiful
ly appointed tea table, and in spite
of electrical difficulties deliciou- re
freshments were served by Mesdames Louis Wardwell. Isaac Ham
mond. Ralph Lee. A. S. Little
field. A. D. Morey. James Pease
Knott Rankin C. S. Racerts. Cleve
land Sleeper. Jr., B B. Smith.
Joshua Southard. George St. Clair.
Basil Stinson. Eugene Stcddard.
Brook Gregory and Erne.-t Brazier.
KCGH
William D Talbot of Rockland
sent a check for $100 to be used
for current expenses in the Hos
pital. Such a generous gift is cer
tainly appreciated, and will be of
benefit to the Hospital.

Junior, Senior P.T.A met in the
Hr h S hool auditorium Wednes
day night. Mr Martha Viik's Jun
ior Fn 1: li class pre-ented a chorii ol retire'emative American folk
■on
l*i.mi' wa Janet Stone; an
nouncer. Richard Burby.
Singers included: Maynard Bray,
Beverly Euige-s, Caroline Senter.
William Pease. Catherine MacFha.i. William McLoon, Sandra
Perry Beverly Manning. Louis
Grant. E-te.le Savward Beatrice
Reed, George
Hooper. Marcia
Lindqui.-t and Donald Merchant.
Mr; Eila Gatcomb presented
Fre-hman students in
square
dance-. Reader tfas Roger Gnndie.
Dance n- included Millie Brawn,
Ma y Ann Lufkin, Priscilla Nasn,
John Polky. Marion Newhall. Les
lie Makinen Earl Titus, Byron
Chaple nd Neil Bickford.
Pre-dent Edmund Barnard called
an executive board meeting for
Jan 17 at 7.30 p. m. in the High
School Library.
Pr.ncipal A. H. Boothby anncunced a forum to be held in the
High School Jan. 15. at 7 30 p. m.,
ponsored by
the Kncx-Waldo
S hoolmasters Club. The panel will
be compo-cd of Maine Representa
tive- and Senators with Earl Melgarde of Thomaston as chairman.
Tlie theme will pertain to fnture
school legislation. The public is
invited.

FLEECE
INSIDE

—KCOH-

The Hospital Auxiliary treasurer.
Mrs. Beulah Allen, sent a check for
$146.01 to pay for one dozen sheets:
one linen marker: two blankets, all
wool; and one dozen pillow cases.
The Auxiliary through the year
provides many items which are es
sential both in equipment and
supplies.

Raintite—Wake

vour sturdy choice

for staunch snow and storm protec
tion. In several shoe lasts.
Size-* for the uholr family.
Blai k. yellow, red. brown.

— KCGH

The Hospital has received excel
lent support from the public in
helping to distribute the "booklets"
put out by the Maine Hospital As
sociation. explaining that all Maine
Hospitals are facing a financial
crisis About 227 have been signed
and mailed to hiadquqarters. How
ever the number left in Knox Coun
ty total 3500 In order to secure
help from the State during this
session of Legislature, it will be
necessary to have these cards
signed and ma-led to Miss Fisher
The Hospital is aiding by collecting
the cards, and mailing them in a
group to Waterville. If you have a
card please sign it, and leave it at
the Hospital, or mail it in yourself.
If you know of anyone who would
like to sign a card, there are plenty
available, and if you phone 936.
someone at the Hospital will see
that you receive one. or as many
as you wish to help distribute

The distance of a star, Alpha
C,ntauri, was first measured in
Dominic Cuccincilo, president; .Miss Margaret Adams, treasurer and Mrs. Herman Carr, chaplain. 1840.

RIGHT VOW WE HAVE
\ GOOD SUPPLY OF

RUBBER FOOTWEAR
After that

know

what

is gone we don't
wre'll get.
Better

Buy Nowr.

Quality Shoe Shop
310 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

FOR INDEPENDENCE

,1^^-—

OR

ROW
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And YouTCan Only Be Young Once

try now finds itself and the neccesslty of disciplined co-operation
on the part of every citizen to
combat its possibilities and thus
lessen it’s disastrous after effects.
"If, for instance, an atomic
bomb should be exploded in the air
over Rockland, even though it
would probably mean total and
complete destruction over an area
of a mile from the point of ex
plosion, its effects could be largely
limited to that area if the proper
precautionary measures have been
taken in advance. These supp.ementtd by the automatic func
tioning of the Civil Defense Force
can greatly lessen the damage to
the surrounding area and it's pop
ulation by immediately institut ng
strict disciplinary control in the
area of contamination and zones of
lesser disaster, by the care and
treatment of survivors and other
well thought out steps calculated
to speed recovery, limit the dam
age and restore public confidence.
"It should be. therefore, the lm.
mediate concern of every citizen
to acquaint himself with what he.
personally, can do for his own
protection, and that of his family,
and what may be expected of him
in the way of co-oporation with
the civil authorities if and when
disaster strikes.
“While many of us do not be
lieve that Rockland will be con
sidered a target or objective of sulficient military importance to war
rant atomic bombing, we cannot
ignore the possibility; mistakes
have been made before on bombing
runs, Searsport is a port of some
importance, bombs have to be un
loaded before completing a mis
sion, etc., and therefore are other
factors in Maine's geography to
be considered. Whatever may hap
pen we should be prepared for it
and not overwhelmed by mass hy
steria and general confusion.”
The National Security Resources
Board of Civil Defense Office has
announced six secrets for survival
in atomic attacks which may be
briefed as follows:
Always put First things First
and 1. Try to get shielded.
<If you have time, get down
in a basement. Should you un
expectedly be caught out ot
doors, seek shelter alongside a
building or jump in any handyditch or gutter.)
2. Drop Flat on Ground or
Floor.)
'To keep from being tossed
about and to lesson the rliances
of being struck by falling and
flying objects. Flatten out at

Grade 1. Mtes Tiiloek
; Father Kenycn. As we are reading
The two First Grades celebrated about England they were espeulally
their Christmas party together, interesting and helpful.
Santa Claus gave all the children
Alvin Chase. Esmond Kaler. Billy
bags of candy. The children re- ' Oliver. Brenda McKinney, Donald
cited several Christmas verses in Cunningham and Charles Wadsunison. Several records of seasonal worth were pleased to have draw
songs which had been brought by ings cho-cn by Miss Reardon lor
the children were played on the exhibition in the hall. Charles Da
recorder. It was a happy time tor vis and Louis Alex have recently
made ome very nice drawings lor
everyone.
We are learning a nice song our collection of transportation
called "The Little New Year." Wc picture: . Louise Achorn is back
have many other interesting songs in school after aan ab cnce of sev
for January about snow, snow eral weeks due to illness.
Many Christmas dells are visit
flakes, sliding, skating and other
ing our schoolroom this week.
Winter sports.
One of our friends has recently
Grade 4, Miss Sleeper
moved to Thcma-ton. We shall miss
The pupils in our room thank
you, Dolores.
Fred Ripley and Ver mc.i Murray
We are glad to welcome Dack whose motheis m..d ccoaies and
several children who have been ill ! cornballs to : d ;o . ir treat of ice
for the past few weeks.
I cream, cakes and candy canes
' which we enjoyed at our Christ
Grade 1, Mrs. Parsons
Donna Beal and James Achorn mas party on the closing day of
school.
have returned to school
During the Christmas vacation
Both have been absent everal
The youngsters find great enjoyment in the city’s new skatin, rink at the South End. George Arhorn
weeks because of whooping cougn. Arnold Brewster visited fri nd. in hurdle- a pile of old tires while Larry Blood and Lini’ie Dunean skirt Ihe barrier to the left and Richard
Monday we were ■ cry pleased to Round Pond. Veronica Murray and Sayward and Nellie Brann io the right. The rink is a lively spot both afternoon and evenings.
have each child bring to chool his Patricia Arey were in St. George.
Rockland has this year what is permitted damming of the area skaters can have in-:
favorite Christmas toy for every Flavilla Billings went to Boston.
Cost of the lighting program
probably one of the largest munici and leveling of fences and dikes to
I
Helpers
for
this
week
are
Marcia
one to see and enjoy.
make
it
into
an
ideal
skating
area.
was
over and above the budget
Foley and Patricia Arey. New- pal skating areas in the State;
Grade 2, Mrs. McLellan
Alex who has sons in High School, of the recreational department
Christmas dolls have been on dis The triangular-shaped rink at the
takes a lively interest in the recre and was taken from tlie contin
Craig Borgerscn has returned to play in our room. Some beaut.lul
South End between Thomaston, ation program.
gency fund of the city. The wide
school after several weeks of ill
ones were brought by Betty Brann,
The rink ls open from 3 p m. to spread use of tlie ri.ik. even be
ness. We arc glad to welcome him Marie G-ardiner. Marcia Foley, Lor Holmes and Lovejoy streets, is ap
midnight Monday through Friday fore lights were inst lied, by all
back.
raine Beal. Joanne Perreault, San proximately one and one-half acres
and all-day Saturday and Sunday. age groups led officials to grant
Short stories hate been read dra Robbins, Barbara Robbins aand in size.
Adults and youngsters alike are the add'tional funds.
during opening exercises by JoAnn
Joanne Grispi.
A skate house and seven
making use of the fine skating sur
Tlie area new his from 12 to 18
Sullivan. Deborah Hary. Gloria
Delores Kaler has moved to
inches of ice which is frozen solid
Kavanaugh. Kathryn Kunesh and Camden where she will attend 1000-watt lights have been installed face.
the past week, under the direction
The rink is kept free of snow by to the earth. Ear.y torms helped
Albert Gardner. These stories are school.
of Recreation Director Dave Bu the street department which has flood the rink, cnce a dam was in
very much enjoyed by the class.
Grade 4, Mrs. Hill
chanan. The interest of Central assigned a man to the task
stalled. with spraying completing
Donald Williams has moved to
Dec. 15. a combined Christmas Maine Power Co. Division Manager
Skaters from other communities the surface. An irrigation unit of
Warren. Carl Rafferty has trans
and birthday party was held In our Robert Hudson and Almon Young, are using tlie area as well as lo pump and spraying lines was
ferred to the Tyler School.
We have a very interesting book. room in honor of Christmas and line crews chief, in public affairs, cal people. An average crowd on leaned by the Curry-Bowley Farms
"The Snow Children" Is a story Barbara Philbrook. Barbara's spe resulted in the installation of the a good afternoon or evening is 100 for the purpose and may be used
which tells us all about the life of cial guests were the others in our lighting system at a figure much to 150 with new skaters arriving throughout the Winter for the
purpose Through the kindness of
to replace those who leave.
the children of Eskimo land. We room whose birthdays came in lower than expected
The area has been loaned to the
The skate house is wired to al Superintendent Allan McAlary of
are making plans to have a minia. December: Janice Phillips, Earlene
ture Eskimo village on our sand Sayward, Elizabeth Sulides and city for use as a rink by Stephen low use of the recreation depart the Water Company, the use of
Ernest Watling. Our program con Alex of Orange street. He has ment's amplifier system so the hydrants was possible at no cost.
table.
December birthdays were cele sisted of: Reading from Luke’s
brated by the following pupils: Gospel. Woodbury Post; “Santa the following: Aunt Charity. Syliva
Haymond Brann, Barbara Bohn, Claus and the Mouse." Earlene Sulides; Goodwife Partridge, Dor
Sayward; Boxes" Clarence Widde- othy Naum;
Gaffer Partridge.
and Albert Gardner.
comb and Charles Maxey; "Santa’s James Smith; Magistrate, Fred
Grade 2, Miss Russell
Surprise." Paul Waltz; "Christmas Robinson;
Comfort,
Catherine
The last day of the Fall term
Day."
Sandra Lufkin;
"What Maillard; Seaborn, Carol Fairwas observed with a program and Makes Christmas?" Verna Studley;
weather; God-be-Thanked, Charles
party which seemed to be much en
"Mittens". Harold Emery; "Christ Huntley; Submit. Charlene McAul
joyed by all.
mas Bells." Vincent Fullerton; A iffe; Waitstill, Roland Achorn;
Many children brought toys to Customer," Janice Phillips; The
Town Crier. Vincent Carr; Pre
be shared with others in order to
Christmas Tree." David Craig; served Rogers. Norman Breham;
Tin- organization of Knox Coun- difficult task i that ot educating
make a more enjoyable Christmas
"Sing a Sciib of Christmas," Mi Temperance Seward, Beulah Ott; ty’s civil defense program is pro- the general public to the gravity oi
for all.
chael O'Erien, Judy Carver aand and Silence Pitkin, Zctlc Burns. grossing satisfactorily and elli- the situation in which this counDonna Phillips brought her rec
Lynus Morse; Baby Jesus," Mer- Other Pilgrim pepole were Con- ciently.
_______________________________
ord player one day to entertain
lene Nason and Joan Willey; "Get rtance Beal. Mary Sullivan. Judy
Tht average citizen, who remem
her classmates.
ting Ready for Christmas," Victor, Maloney, Jennie Sukcforth, Jo-eph bers World War Two's telephone
New Christmas dolls, fire en
Daniello, Neil Hoffses, Ralph Rack Anastasio, Ion Vardavoulis, Charles watches and warden service with
gines, and other toys have been
liffe and Howard Woodbury; and Fair-weather and Robert Sayward. its observation posts and black
brought for inspection this week. 'Christmas Morning," Ernest Wat
The following acted as Pilgrim outs, will be amazed at the scope
Those who will be celebrating
ling. Mrs. Philbrook. Mrs Sayward. children: Donna Rogers, Margaret of the defense program now con
their birthdays this month are Mrs. Sulides, Mrs. Watling. Mrs.
Robishaw, Arlene Thorndike, Judy sidered necessary for the protec
Gloria Knight and Donald Sturks.
Phillips, Mrs Post, and Mrs. Stud Rackliffe and Judy Childs. Verda tion of the civil population re
Grade 3, Miss Kimball
ley furnished
refreshments of Duncan announced the acts.
quired by the possibility of an
About 20 mothers and friends cookies, cakes, candy, ice cream
atomic attack and it’s after effects,
Grade 7, Mr. Lush
attended our Christmas program. and gum.
On the last day of school beiore and by the development of new
Recitations were given by Penn
Grade 5 Miss Buttomer
Christmas vacation the class had weapons of offense and destruc
Cooper, Penny Duncan and Sandra
We were all pleased to return a party. A few games were played tion to which this area may be
Rytky. Group recitations were giv
to school Tuesday, the room was so and refreshments were served. subjected in case of an all out
en by Elaine Taylor. Karen Beil
clean and the floor was polished These consisted of cookies, cake war.
Gloria Staples, Gloria Fields, and
Gen. Lord, Director of Civil De
all shiny. Even the plants had new and a delicious punch. The parry
Donna Cross Boys taking part in
leaves and the African Violet we was organized and planned by the fense, said recently: -Our most
group recitations were David Bars
have tended so carefully was m following members of the class:
tow, Raymond Wall, Randall
bloom.
Carolyn Snow, Margaret Oliver. percentage and ail other subjects,
Achorn and Adriel Mason. Dav.d
David Hall entered our Fifth Ralph Hooper and Joseph Duncan. after a brief review, are progress
Barstow played a piano solo and
Morc and more folks who »re buying with an
Grade yesterday. He transferred They are all to be congratulated. ing normally.
Randall Achorn sang a solo. A
eye to the future arc buying Fords. The
from McLain School. We were glad
A telephone call to the draft
In
the
afternoon
of
the
same
special musical number with tam
reasons are so simple. In every feature,
to welcome him. "New Years’ res day the claso attended a mu-ical board revealed that our teacher is
bourine and sticks accompaniment
in every detail the ’51 Ford is
olutions" was a topic for discus festival at the Community Buiid- about tc receive a letter from
built to be a fine car ... to ftay
was given. The program ended with
sion this week. All agreed wc might . mg.
llnclc Sam Therefore one of the
a fine car for years ahead!
a
dramatization
of "Paddy’s work harder.
The class now has an exccilem items of news is that the seventh
Christmas," a reading story. Alice
oii'll find this Ford offers you t
collection ot rocks. Wc have had grade is going to have a new
Grade fi, Mr. Dul’lissi
pick of engines . . . V-8 or S’X
Philbrook. Patricia Oxton. Harlan
Wc enjoyed singing our Christ- specimens from as far away a, teacher. Melvin Ad nn.
Both are a match in get-upPease. Everett Mank and William
nnd-go for any engine at any
mas carols and ongs at the PTJI Minnesota. This latter was brought
Grade 8. Mrs. Ilar.iula
Keefe took part.
price. Both offer you famous
Ruth Whitman and Elzada
Sandra Rytky brought an angel Christmas Party held at the High to school by Alfred Johnson who
Ford economy. And you’ll
for the Christmas treetop, and School building just before vaca has a relatve in that state. The Thorndike got a very pretty Christ
discover new starling
stone
was.
as
far
as
we
could
de

tion
.Wc
also
enjoyed
the
little
mas tree for us the last week oi
Penny Duncan brought tree deco
ease with Ford’s Key-Turn
Starting . . . coinfort with
rations and gathered "props" for Christmas party held in our room termine. ot sedimentary origin and school. Many class members helped
on the closing day before vacation. used widely as a building material. to make decorations for tlie tree.
Automatic Posture Control • • *
our dramatization.
all-weather protection
We enjoyed the treats, prizes Nearly the whole class has brought
During art slass we made deroOur class was delighted to hate
with Double-Seal King-Size Brakes.
rock, of one type or another. Some ! rations for our rom. Other deco
Father Kenyon as a recent speak and games.
Mrs. Vera Clough, a teacher of cf the more easily recognized spe rations were made by Elzada
And you’ll find fine-car beauty in
er. His talk on England was illus
Ford’s new "Fashion Car’’ styling
Fresno, Calif., and an aunt of cimens were quartz, granite and a Thorndike. Dennis Flint, Edgar
trated with colored slides.
. . . with Luxury Lounge
Robinson. Eugene Kenniston, Don
There were 23 names on the Marlene Axtel. sent Marlene a large piece of "fools gold."
Interiors custom-matched
High honors n our Hobby Club ald Drake. Kenneth Thompson.
American Junior Red Cross gift collection of various kinds of cones
to outside colors.
roll. Six pupils also brought gifts from trees grown in California. We go to Walter Wotton for his fine Ruth Whitman and Marjorie Betworkmanship
in
building
a
bird

enjoyed
this
collection
so
much
(tis. Jan Adelman drew a Christmas
for Miss Steele's Christmas pro
that we asked Marlene if wc might house.
ject for needy children.
i scene on our front board.
tirade 7 .Mr. Welch
Dec. 15, wc had a short ChristWe welcome back to our class have a piece of the California
Robert Achorn. Adriel Mason, and newspapers in which these cones
After two blissful weeks of vaca j mas program. After the program we
Beverly Townsend who have been were individually wrapped. Wc. in tion. 33 children have returned to opened our tree gifts and had re
absent for several weeks. Dorothy return, are planning to send Mrs. class. Most of them generally freshments.
Drown has moved to Kennebunk. Clough and her pupils a collection agreed that the worst part of va
On Friday afternoon wc all went
We are sorry to lose such a good of our State of Maine cones and cation was that school had to start. up to the Community Building and
seashells.
class member as Dorothy.
Since wc have had only one day attended the concert given by the
Just now our windows look quite of classes after vacation before Rockland High and Junior High,
Last month our grade joined Miss
Kimball's Third Grade to view bare, but as soon as our "Color writing this article, there really is Schools. Members from our room
AUTOMATIC RIOT CONTROL is a brand new Ford smooth-riding development. Through
a teaming up of Advanced “Hydra Coil” Front Springs, new Variable-Rate Rear Spring
some beautiful slides of English Flickers" arc completed they will not much in the way of news. In who took part in the concert were:
Suspension
and Viscous Control" Shock Absorbers it actually adjusts your ride to road
scenery and buildings shown by furnish much color and variety.
history. Peter Stuyvesar.t declared Joan Duncan. Victoria Anastasio,
conditions continuously -automatically ■ - - irons out the bumps... keeps your ride level!
Mr. Jones, our janitor, must have a national emergency and the pro Sylvia Doherty, Margaret Sawyer,
taken excellent care of our plants gress of the colony of New Amster Ruth Whitman, Elzada Thorndike,
during the vacation as they are so dam was forced to wait two weeks Carolyn Bray, Mary Niehols, Mil
healthy looking. We certainly ap until we could return to school and dred Perkins, Evelyn Naum. Mari
W»preciate his continuous interest in allow it to fall into British hands on Young, Addie Curtis, Jan Adel
our school. By the way, doesn't our and become New York. We are now man. Earl Widdecombc, and Dan
floor shine beautifully?
i following the development of the iel Henderson .Jr.
Grade 6, Miss Bowen
eoleny of New Jersey
Our whole class joined the Jun
The most important activity ol
In English we find that the *im- ior Red Cross during a drive held
this grade before Christmas was ' pie subject and predicate still are recently.
M MATTAO CHKFIAM
the dramatization of a story which not so simple as wc would like to
We have received our fourth set
WITH FORhOMATiC DRIVE it's
newest, finest, most flexible of all the automatic
was included on the P.T A. Christ have them. During vacation our of books from our Teen Age Book j
drives It betters the features o» evner -ujt mattes. to give you instant getaway, passing
$134.95
power
when
you
wan'
it,
smoj
’
J
i
j-rk-free
performance, and even easier rocking out
mas program presented at the simple subject and simple predicate Club and arc reading them now.
of snow or sand than with conventional drive!
High School. Lois Lenski's "Day found a friend, and when we re Our book dividen.se come next
of Work and No Cheer, the story turned to school wc were confront-, month.
ST. UEOKGfc RD.,
TLL. 194-3 of a Puritan Christmas" was the ed with compound snbjects and
The news this week was written
THOMASTON, ME.
story chosen by the group. The j predicates.
by Elzada Thorndike and Ruth
1-TWTh-tf story characters were portrayed by 1 Arithmetic lv now fence deep in Whitman

IF A BOMB SHOULD DROP

Here Are Seme Timely Hints As To What You
Should Do—Read and Study

the base of a wall or at the bot ple, or doomed to die an early
death. Your chances of making a
tom of a bank.)
3. Bury Your Face rn Your complete recovery are much the
..ame as for everyday accidents.
Arms.
(When you drop flat, hide These e timates hold good for mod
your eyes in the crook of your ern atomic bombs exploded with
elbow. That will protect your out warning.”
Eecause the average citizen is
face from flash bums, prevent
temporary blindness and keep vague in his understanding of the
flying objects out of your eyes.) atomic bomb and its after effects.^
4. Don't Rush Outside Right these facts fas above) should be
given wide disemination and for
After A Bombing.
'After an air burst, wait a few th- information of those whose
minutes then help light flies ideas are hazy concerning, linger
Alter other kinds of bursts wait ing radio activity it can be stated
at least and hour to give radia that air bursts leave no dangerous
lingering radio activity. The radio
tion a chance to die down.)
5. Don’t Take Chances With activity released by high level
Food or Water In Open Con hur ts is swept upward and car
ried off in drifting bomb clouds so
tainers.
(To prevent radioactive pois widely diseminated that it is un
oning or di: ease, select your foed likely to haim people.
»■
or water with care. When there | For the householder there are
is reason to believe they may five keys to household safety:
be contaminated, stick to canned
1 Strive
For
"Fireproof
and bottled things if possible.) i
Housekeeping.”
6. Don't Start Rumors.
Don't let trash pile up, and
(In the confusion that follows
keep waste paper in covered
a bombing, a single rumor might
container
When an alert
touch off a panic, that cou.d
sounds, do all you can to elim
cost your life.)
inate sparks by shutting off the
The official U. S. Government
oil burner and covering all open
booklet issued by the Civil Defeme
flames.
Office of the National Security Re
2 Know Your Own Home. 4
sources Board has this to say con
Know which is the safest part
cerning
the average
citizen's
of your cellar, learn how to turn
chances of survival under atomic
off your oil burner and what
attack.
to do about utilities.
"If a modern A-bomb exploded
3. Have Emergency Equip,
without warning in the air over
ment and Supplies Handy.
your home town tonight; your cal
Always have a good flashlight,
culated chances of living through
a radio, first-aid equipment and
the raid would run something like
a supply of canned goods in the
this:
house.
"Should you happen to be one
4 Close All Windows and
of the unlucky people right under
Doors and Draw the Blinds.
W
tlie bomb, there is practically no
If you have time when an
hope of living through it. In fact
alert sounds, close the house up
anywhere within one-half mile ol
tight in order to keep out fire
the center of explosion, your chan
sparks and radioactive dusts and
ces of escaping are about 1 out ot
to lesson the chances of being
10.
cut by flying glass. Keep the
"On the other hand, and this is
house closed until all danger is
the important point, from onepast.
half to one mile away, you have a
5. Use the Telephone Only
50-50 chance.
For True Emergencies.
"From one to one and onc-hali
Do not use the phone unless
miles out, the odds that you will
absolutely necessary. Leave the *
be killed are only 15 in 100.
lines open for real emergency
"And at points from l'j to two
traffic.
miles away, deaths drop all the
This basic information is re
way down to only 2 or three out of leased by Gen. Lord’s office in
each 100.
furtherance of the program for
‘ Beyond two miles, the explosion public education which is a part
will cause practically no deaths at of the program for Civil Defence.
all.
"Naturally, your chances of belli::
Dry ice Is reported finding many
injured are far greater than your new uses in western Grmany food
chances of being killed. But even industry.
injury by radioactivity does not
mean that you will be left a crip Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

FORD ST
FOR THE YEA
With 43 “Look Ahead” features
*‘******
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AUTOMATIC MILEAGE MAKER r, a i way carbiirrtion. ignition and combustion system that
automatically matches timing io fuel charges. It squeeze: the last ounce ol power out of every

drop of ga.
. gives you high compresuon perfomMncc with regular gas. And ford's
Waterproof Ignition System delivers quick starts in the wettest weather

You can pay more

but you can’t buy better

than

Chas. E. Stackpole

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.

FORD

coaie

in Foa
A "TEST DRIVE*'*)
* Optional of extra coif.

32 Park St, Rockland
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